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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this essay's 
first part is to provide a good overview 
of the currently available tools for text archiving. 
It discusses both software and hardware issues. The second 
part introduces a textbase management system, Status, while 
the third part describes and comments on a document 
validation program designed and implemented 
for the European Economic Communities. 
RESUME 
Ce memoire est divise 
en trois parties. La premiere, la plus 
generale, introduit le lecteur aux techniques 
d'archivage de textes et aux memoires de masse que 
ce genre d'applications necessite. La deuxieme illustre 
par un exemple, Status, ce qu'est un systeme de gestion 
de textes, alors que la troisieme est entierement 
consacree a la description du programme 
developpe lors du stage au Secretariat 
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PART I . . ARCHIVING. 
1 . INTRODUCTION. 
It is now universally accepted that 
in order to pLtrsue their business , need 
access to information . Increasing amounts 
have be.en spent on projects aiming at 





The old products for processing information in 
general , and text in particular , have failed to 
acquire large market shares , because of their 
expensive hardware needs. But new generations of 
software and hardware are emerging , making it more 
attractive for businesses to automate their text 
archiving process. 
The· first part of this essay tries to classify 
the technologies currently in use for text archival 
, 
We will have a look at the most commonly encountered 
methods, and at the appropriate storage media to back 
these up. But the first thing we will do is realize 
why text archival is such an important issue for 
ot-ganizations • 





"information manaaement and 
tasks that can be carried 
storage" 
out on 
information: acquisition, organization , retention , 
distribution , archiving, and eventually purging.• 
Information can appear in many forms: text , graphics , 
sound , ..• and on many media: paper , microfilm, floppy 
disk , 
As this essay 
documents, it is 
this notion. The 
found was given 
relationship ) : 
information that 
will continuously speak about 
important to have a firm grip on 
most comprehensive definition I have 
by Gerald P. Michalski ( no familial 
"A document is a snapshot of some 
can: 
incorporate many complex information types; 
exist in multiple places across a network; 
- depend on other documents for information; 







full motion video 
, or 
and 
complex data types 
voice annotations, 
be accessed and modified by many people 
simultaneously 
< if they have per mission to do so ) " 
\ 
<MICH91) 
In order to manipulate documents electronically , the 
need for internal representation has arosen. It has 
led to all the character sets, including the 7-bit 
ASCII code for text , wich was soon replaced by the 
8-bit ASCII (1). Now, we have some interchange standarts 
for multi-media documents , like ICL's Normalized 
Documentation Format , or ISO's Office Documentation 
Architetture <ODA> and Interchange Format. 
The particular field 
dealing · ~Ji th document 
as 11 form~-iare 11 • 
(1) : A neww standard 
UNICODE. 






is now emerging: the 16-bit 
to 
1.2. The cost of information. 
In a small text box, Mark Shapinter writes: 
" ( ..• ) US companies spend more than $ 6 billions 
every year on preprinted forms; US companies waste $ 
2 billions in preprinted forms; and US businesses 
spend from $ 94 to $ 120 billions per year to 
distribute, store and process forms. While most 
organizations measure the cost of business forms by 
the cost of buying a paper form, it has been found 
that for every $ 1 spent to buy a paper form,$ 60 
is spent to process it ~ " (MICH9U Tony Hundley 
t-Jri tes : 11 Coopers ~{ Lybrand found that of al 1 the 
information stored and accessed by companies in the 
U.S., only 1% of the total is stored in coded form 
on digital storage devices; only 4% is held on 
microfilm for space saving purposes and a staggering 
35% is still held in paper form and the total 
volume of paper stored is still growing at the rate 
of 25% · per yea.r. 11 ( HEND90b ) . In " Catch the l'Jave 
of DIP", David A. Harvey writes: "American business 
alone produces close to 1 trillion (1000000000000) 
pages of paper a year. ( ..• ) Not only does Americah 
business waste paper, but according to various sources, 
it costs about $ 25 000 to fill a four-drawer file 
cabinet and $ 2160 to maintain that cabinet for a 
year . In addition, about 3% of all documents are 
incorrectly filed or lost, and the average cost to 
recover a document is around $ 120. Finally, the 
average executive spends a grand total of about four 
w~eks per year waiting for documents to be located . 
You know how it goes - you spend 20 minutes pawing 
through the file cabinet and half an hour looking 
through the varLDus unsorted piles in the storeroom." 
( HARV91a) 
How could it be made more obvious that information 
is a scarse and expensive resource? I have no big 
working experience, but what I saw at the European 
Communities was just beyond understanding. The European 
Institutions are not short of money; their budget is 
large enough. Take for example the translation process, 
which is partly automated: the document comes in, 
written in one of the 9 languages of the 
Communities. One copy is sent to each translation 
pool ( 9 pools), who translate it with the help of 
various databases, and produce a word processor file. 
This file is printed, reviewed and anotated by another 
translator, and then the listing ( the listing, not the 
file) is transmitted to the appropriate typing pool, 
where the secretaries use the same word processor to 
produce the final copy. Is this typical to public 
administrations? From what I heard and read, I 
~'1□ul dn 't bet. 
1. 3. Documents archival • 
When you look back on the literature, you find 
plenties of articles describing a brave new world of 
documents. The paperless 
near future which would 
to the modern managers. 
The advantages are 
requirements, easier and 
improved file integrity, 
document life and lower 
gains and space saving. 
The first step in 
the help of microfilm 
office had become a very 
bring mountains of advantages 
easy to identify: lower space 
faster access to documents, 
increased security, longer 
costs through productivity 
text archival was made with 
which was introduced in the 
1970s. The major problems of microfilm were that the 
original documents had to be filmed ( up to fifteen 
days of unavailability ) and that the retrieval 
process was still very slow. 
For many years, most organizations used the 
computers to store the references to their documents. 
This provided them with a good compromise between 
efficient use of computers and storage problems. As 
the users became more and more experienced, with these 
systems, the indexing proved to be a pitfall : no one 
could agree on a standard way of indexing the 
documents. Particularly, the level of details for 
indexing purposes was a big issue which has never 
been solved • 
As computer science started to grow, the computers 
became always more powerful, and the first full text 
retrieval systems appeared. Taking files from word 
processors, these systems absorb the text in their 
textbase, and prepare it for retrieval. Some use an 
inverted file of occurences, others work with signature 
files, ••• Their common characteristic is that they 
offer fast and flexible searching facilities. Their 
major drawback is their unability to handle data 
types other than text. 
Then came new peripherals such as laser printers, 
paper scanners, and mass storage devices. These new 
technologies allowed the development of systems later 
called Document Image Processors (DIP) , which combined 
the advantages of the ease and speed of high-
definition scanners, the fast searches performed by the 
new generation of DataBase Management Systems (DBMS), 
the facilities provided by Local Area Networks (LANs) 
for carrying the documents in the whole organization, 
and the very good printing quality of the laser 
printet-s . 
1.4. Wide Area Information Servers ( WAISes > 
More and more databases, hypertext 
created for business needs. But the 
maintaining these information wells can 
out of the activity of sharing the 
Thus, more and more remote databases 
by Wide Area Networks. 
\ 
systems, ... are 
companies 
also make money 
information. 
can be accessed 
For the user, consultation can become rapidly very 
expensive, because it takes time to browse through 
very large amounts of data. In order to minimise the 
human interaction with remote information servers, 
software has been designed whose main features are 
that they are in charge of the transactions with the 
servers, that they provide connectivity with any 
system,· and that they are able to retrieve topical 
information. 
an information society, 
software will become of 
is not the essay's 
As ·we are moving towards 
the need far good connection 
utmost importance. But this 
subject: I will concentrate 
can be archived, discussing 
on how textual information 
both software and hardware 
issues. 
1.5. Data overload . 
In spite of everything I have said before, many 
people reckon not much progress has been made in 
information management. Instead of organizing the 
information we need, computers seem to have buried us 
under a gigantic mass of data. 
\ 
The availability of remote databases make this 
problem even more preoccupying. It is a good thing 
to be able to question as many databases as 
possible, but the answers have to be of a good 
quality. 
And' that's exactly where the difficulty lies. When 
you are looking for documents dealing with some 
particular field of interest of yours, the system 
gives the result of its scan, which is determined not 
only by the request you gave at retrieval time but 
also by the additional searching input introduced along 
with the documents. So, if you don't give the optimal 
parameters to your search, the system will probably 
"forget" same documents in the database, and give you 
some others that you don't need at all. 
It is a good thing for organizations to have 
access to such information, as long as it doesn't 
alter the value of these informations. 
If the company feels it is a good solution, it can 
ask specialized people to handle their information 
service, but our problem is still there: how can we 
have manage effectively our textual information? 
2. EXISTING METHODS. 
2.1. Text retrieval . 
This method has many variants; we will discuss 
the ma}ir ones: full text scanning, access by index, 
and multiattribute retrieval methods. We will then 
explain a new interesting approach, the N - Grams, and 
finally give an example of a widespread full text 
retrieval product, Folio Views. 
A common point between all text retrieval systems 
full is that they store, 
textual' contents of 
one 
the 
way or another, the 
documents. 
Furthermore, updates on filed documents are not 
often ~equired. iwo types of environments have been 
identified by most authors (BLAI91 , FAL085 , ••• ); they 
are the library environment, where documents pile up, 
and have more or less the same importance, and the 
office environment, profit oriented, and more dynamic. 
The archival systems have to take these organizational 
features into account and provide adapted access 
methods. 
If the document is 
appeared, the only access 
scanning. On the other 
to each document, which 




possible is full 
hand, we can assign key 




Every query language for text falls in one• or 
two categories: either the Boolean algebra approach, in 
which any document does or does not qualify for a 
query made of Boolean and textual operators, or the 
"fuzzy'' queries, typical to users who do not have a 
clear ioea of what they are looking for. For 
example, you can go to the library and ask for all 
publications related to one or more areas of computer 
science. 
2. 1. 1. Full text scanning. 
In this first case, the only available data is 
the textbase; the way to locate the documents 
satisfying to a particular query is to scan the 
data, using the most performant algorithm. Many 
solutions are known; the fastest is that of Bayer 
and Moore. They chose to compare characters from left 
to right in the textbase, and from right to left 
inside ~ach string; whenever a difference · is observed, 
the search string may - be shifted up to m positions 
to the right; where m is the length of the search 
string. So, the overall complexity of the algorithm is 
very good: in the worst case, m+n, where n is the 
lengh of the documents, comparisons are needed. 
Nevt?rtheless, the t-esponse i:1rne is • -,-! Oc1.u 'l because the 
te}~tbase 1=an be enormous. The real advantages of full 
te:-:t scanning are that it requires no stot-2-.ge 
overhea.d, the effm-t on updates and inset-tions is 
minimal 
'l and e~{act string matching is possible. 
The use of this method is not 
sometimes used for the most recent 
primarily using an other method, or 
methods at a deep level. 
widespread; it is 
updates of systems 
for the inde:-~ 
Notice that special-purpose hardware exist in order 
speed up full text scanning, such as parallel 
~omparators, cellular comparators and finite automata, 
which allow many strings to be searched for 
simultaneously. 
2. 1. 2. Index • 
A second idea for text retrieval would be to 
have a dictionary where any word could be easily 
found, and the corresponding entry in the dictionary 
would give the places of the textbase where 
occurences of this word can be found. 
to 
The retrieval process is greatly speeded 
such indexes: instead of looking though the 
up using 
whole 
document, you only have to make a search 
index, which, if it is properly organized, can 




The advantages, besides speed, are the easy 
implementation, and the easy handling of synonyms. 
Of course, a big storage overhead is required, to hold 
the di et i ona.ry1 and the insertion, deletion and updates 
are harder to implement , because the index file has 
to be maintained. 
Most words in a text file are unnecessary to be 
inde;{ed : " . .=i." , "th,? 11 , -"and" , "but" , ••• They are ca.lled 
to stop list, and leaving them aside can dramatically 
reduce the index file's size. Other refinements 
include\ bette1~ orga.nization fm- the inde:{ file : 
methods like hashing, B~trees, or multiple-level index 
files may be suited. Special hardware can also be 
used to accelerate list mergings. The inverted list 
of key words is the method most often used in 
commercial systems. 
2. 1.3. Multiattribute retrieval methods. 
These methods require to define a (short) list of 
key words for each document. From that list, the 
document's signature is extracted using methods such 
as superimposed coding, which is most suitable for 
text ( the key words are treated equally) . Once the 
signature has been calculated, two approaches are 
possible: multiattribute hashing and signature file. 
Multiattribute hashing. 
in 1971 that G u.sta fson came up \•Ji th th'i s 
He uses a hash function whose argument is 
of key words and \•ihich returns a list of 






The function deals with 
details, you can consult 
article ( FAL085 ). 
combinations, and for more 
Faloustos very well written 
The di sadv2-.ntages of Gu.staFson' s process a.re that the 
performances are related to the file size, that the 
maximal number of key words in the original document 
is fixed ( but you can divide the document in smaller 
parts, and assign fewer key words to each part ) , that 
if you try to retrieve documents with a small list 
of key i•mrds, the number of "hits" t-'>lill eventually be 
very big, and that only the conjunctive queries are 
easily ha.ndled. 
Variations and improvements 
which could eliminate one of 
lost the advantage of easily 
involving a few key words. 
Signature files z 
have been explored, 
the disadvantages, but 
handling queries 
The\ multi attri bu.te hashing seems to have greater 
theoretical interest than practical, which is very 
different from the second approach, that of signature 
files. The only difference here is that the 
document's signatures are stored in a separate file, 
which provide easy-to-implement filtering 
functionalities. Many implementations have been 
realized, some of them described in ( FAL085 ). The 
only disadvantage remaining in this method is that 
the performances decrease as the file becomes larger. 
2. 1.4. N-Grams (6) • 
This is the last method I chose to incorporate 
in my essay. The clustering method will not be 
explored in details , because the basic idea will be 
explained along with N-Grams, and more specific 
information is fast getting overwhelmingly technicalc 
N-Grams is a new approach developed by Raymond 
D'Amore and Clinton Mah. It is a specific method for 
"fuz:z.y" queries, like II Give me all the stories about 
pl a.ne crashes II in a 1 at-ge joUt-nal articles' te~{tbase. 
Such n?quests are very difficult to handle With key 
words, or with any other method. 
The technique uses small parts of words, called N-
Grams. An n-Gram is a sequence of n characters 
occuring consecutively in a word. The Z-Grams of duck 
are "du", "uc", and "ck". An N-Gt-am vector is a list 
of N-Grams found in a document, each associated with 
the number of its occw-ences. 
To build a text-retrieval system based on N-Grams, 
you have to make a "good" N-Gram vectot- for each 
document in the textbase. Then, for each query, you 
make its N-Gram vector, and, using a "good'' similarity 
procedure, you compare it to the documents· vectors and 
retrieve those documents whose similarity coefficient 
is "high enough". You noticed the quotes around 3 
expressions. These show where choices can be made. 
(6) The following text is inspired from the article 
refet-enad. as ( KIMB88) 
2.1.4.1. Making good n-gram i, e c tor s -f c:,; r documents . 
Prior to everything, you make a list 
possible N-Grams, starting with 2-Grams. 
26 X 26 = 676 2-Grams, some can help to 
of al 1 
From those 
chara.cteri ze 
documents, and some are useless. 'f□ Ll i r,sert the 
relevant ones in your list, and expand the others to 
the right, thus making 3-Grams. Again, from those 3-
Grams, you insert the relevant ones in the list and 
e:-:pand \the others into 4-Gt-ams. You stop t·~hen you 
want to. In their testing system, D'Amore and Mah had 
built a 12000 N-Grams list, using 2-, 3- and 4-Grams. 
Each document 
vector ; it will 
Grams are taken 
h-3.s to ha.ve 
be a kind of 
dit-ectl y ft- □m 
·=> different 
fingerprint. 
tf-te te~-~t, a.nd 
The N-
not from 
can a su.mmc:1.ry ot-
b e t-emoved ( 
1,d eh cannot 
55'1/. of · the 
key words. Many words in 
(KIMB88) provides a list of 
identify documents and which 








relevant, so a stemming (conflating) procedure is used. 
Out of this compacted text, you start 
vector. First, you count the 4-Grams, then 
and finally the 2-Grams. When the vector 
you store it for fast access, along with 
to the corresponding document. 
The similarity procedure • 
making the 
the 3-Grams, 
is ma.de , 
a refet-ence 
Each N-Gram is assigned a weight (the more common, 
the 1 i ghtet-) ; a good weight formula is Wi = 1 / \(pI', 
where i designates an N-Gram, Wi is its weight and 
Pi its probability of occurence. Pi ·s are calculated 
experimentally, using a large representative population 
of documents. The Wi's are stored in a constants' 
table. 
To calculate the similarity of two vectors 
Vi= (ngl,ng2, ••• ,ngn) and V2 = (ng*l,ng*2, ••• ,ng*m) is 
to take the similar N-Grams in both vectors, and, from 
that subset, to calculate their similarity coefficient, 
defined as the sum of the products of each N-
Grams'frequency by its weight. 
The greater the result, the more related the 
texts. At search time, you give a threshold and all 
documents whose similarity coefficient is larger will 
be retrieved. 
The procedure can be refined to take into 
the fact that a larger document with a larger 
t..,i 11 
t•Ji 11 
have greater frequencies for each N-Gram, 
be more likely to be retrtieved. You can 
modulate the coefficient with statistical tools. 









Clustering the data Oh a disk surface is 
method by itself for organizing databases in 
and textbases in particular. I will illustrate 
method very briefly in the N-Gram context, but 





The assumption is that similar documents have a 
tendency to be retrieved together; and documents with 
related subject matters tend to have similar N-Gram 
vectors. Thus, you organize the total set of documents 
in groups, all documents of a given group having 









of documents. The 
Two methods cu-e then possible. Eithet- you u'se the 
document's vectors, as before, and check if the 
similarity is also respected for others d6cuments in 
the cluster ( if not , you might have a false hit) , 
or you first select a cluster by using the cluster's 
vector for comparison, and then retrieve documents with 
their vector inside that particular cluster. 






d2,ta • In 
experimented on full-text 
might be suited for more 
the textual environment, it 
well, and certainly better then 
indexing can be automated, which 
~siords. 
\ 
keywords; the N-Gram 
is delicate with key 
But the method has its drawbacks too. To have a 
fine-tuned system is quite complex and long ;the 
vector creation step consumes lots of CPU-time, and 
requires many accesses to secondary storage; 
finally, and this is the major drawback, the meaning 
of documents is not present in N-Grams. Therefore, 
similarity can be faulted, and avoiding this with 
better ·software will lead to even more complexity. 
2.1.5. Folio Views. 
Mhen I first t-ead about this pt-ogt-2,m, I thought 
it was useless even to mention it in an e~say. But 
the lack of good text retrieval products leads me to 
consider my first opinion. Folio Views is presented 
here as a commercial product which can be considered 
as a good and affordable text retrieval system. It 
might be a good example of what is to come in the 
ful 1-te;-~t area. 
Folio Views is an integrated product : it combines 
text retrieval, hypertext linking, word processing, 
directory management, and electronic publishing. It has 
a new way of indexing the words; it indexes all 
words, without a stop list, and compresses the files. 
It allbws fast Boolean searches, creations of selected 
views of the textbases, links across the textbase, and 
easy modifications to the textbase ( no reindexing!). 
The product's faults are its slow text scrolling an□ 
bad error handling. 
2.2. Hypertexts. 
2. 2. 1. Historical background. 
Before speaking about the capabilities of 
hypertexts , we feel it is helpful to provide a 
general overview of the concept . In 1945 5 Vannevar 
Bush first introduced the hypertext concept as a 
process close to human thought. He writes: u Human 
thought\( ••• ) proceeds by associations. We cannot hope 
to artificially reproduce this mental process, but we 
certainly can extract knowledge out of it. We cannot 
come close to the speed and flexibility typical to 
the mind's associative path , but it should be 
possible to surpass thought on issues such as 
durability and accw-acy 11 • <DANI90) • 
But· is it reasonable, can we 
computers the mind's organisation? 
isn't that the goal? The computer 
deprived: he has no efficient tool 
the problems of a human being in 
access to information. 
imitate ~•Ji th 
No 5 of cour-se, but 
scientist feels 
to tackle down 
-ft-ont of free 
In 1960, Theodor Nelson originates the word 
hypertext . On the same year , the first hypertext 
implementation is realized by D. Engelbart , who creates 
the oN Line System (NLS) , designed to store memos, 
research notes and documentation. Today 5 this system 
is called Augment and is ~•Jell fitted to ha,ndle 
riighly structured informations. Nelson invented the 
X~nadu system, designed to interconnect , with the help 
of links, electronic documents and other kinds of 
hypermedia oa~a such as graphics, sound , or full-
motion video Xanadu is currently running on Sun 
statior1s . 
Beyond these implementations devoted to 
computers, some hypertext systems can also 
micros. Guide (Br-own , 1982) is a document 
using either IBM PCs or Macintosh systems 
hypercard (Macintosh-based) , while it is not 
hypertext system, has strongly contributed 
popularization of hypertexts. 







Analysis of hypertext literature iG fast leading 
standard to the conclusion that there is still 
definition of the tet-m II hyperte:-:t " • 
no 
When he came up with the word in 1960, Nelson gave 
it the follm--iing meaning : 11 association of a natural 
language with the computer's ability to make 
interactive links and dynamic displays of non-linear 
te:{t II • 
This definition , while appropriate for early systems 
which only stored textual information , is now obsolete 
because of i~ lack of generality. 
The present hypertext systems are mostly handling 
multi-media documents which can be dynamically modified 
by the readers. They contain informations of various 
types, and this variety makes it difficult to define 
them. 
An important characteristic of 
put aside in definitions, is that 
knowled~e can be accessed directly 
programming requests ( big difference 
hypertexts, often 
a hypet-te:< t 's 
l..Jith no skill 
v-~i th DBMSes ) . 
in 
A more recent hypertext definition was given by 
J. Fiderio : " Hyperte:-:t , at its most ba.sic level , is 
a DBMS that lets you connect screens of information 
using associative links. At its most soplisticated 
level , hypertext is = software environment for 
collaborative work , communica~1on and knowledge 
acquisition • Hypertext products mimic the brain's 
ability to store and retrieve information by 
referential links for quick and intuitive access" 
CFIDEBB). 
later the concepts 
the moment, Nelson's 
and comprehensive. 
We will describe 
definition but, for 
sufficiently clear 
used in this 
definition is 
2.2.3. User - friendlyness and hypertexts. 
The main characteristics of a hypertext system 
a " good " man- machine interface , and one ot- 'more 
processors of text, graphics, and others. The basic 
principles don't change if animation , video pictures, 
sounds or other media are introduced , but lead to 
new technical problems ( storage methods , ) . We 
will rather use the term hypermedia systems when the 
stress is put on non-textual media. 
Conventional documents compel the reader to follow 
all the time the sequence defined by the document 's 
organization. In contrast , a hypertext allows its users 
to browse the document at will . The user becomes 
active and implied in his learning process , because 
he finds his own way through the consulted documents. 
the man-machine interaction 
hypertexts. It aims to make 
more flexible, more efficient , 
natural . 
The spirit in which 
handled greatly unifies 
access to information 
and , above all, more 
is 
2.2.4. Utility of hypertexts. 
In general , a hypertext system can be considered 
as = DBMS which allows to browse through screens of 
information using the predefined links In o certain 
manner , it is like a book you could read in many 
directions and modify at will Let's have a look at 
the general properties of a typical hypertext. 
It can be 
is a ~imple 
It has to be 
used ~c =~ a 
extension to 
suited ~or 
writing assistant , then it 
structured documents editors. 
tools management , information 
retrieval , and documents' lifetime management of 
software engineering systems. Moreover , it should 
provide features for collaboration between authors of 
a same document. Criteria such as pagination , 
presentation, and exploration commodities are most 
relevant. 
Typically , you will find four types of hypertext 
systems: problem solving systems , interactive browsing 
systems·, encyclopedia systems , and multi-functional 
systems. The available tools can differ , according to 
the system type. 
A hypertext system is useful 
consulting of information networks 
taken in the broadest meaning of 
primordial aspect of hypertexts is 
with the outside world , which is 
interactivity with the users. 
2.2.5. Basic concepts. 
for the creation and 
and of documents ( 
the term) . A 
the communication 
denoted by a great 
To understand how hypertexts work , we must 
introduce the concepts of node, link, and network. The 
following overview will be very general, covering all 
concepts encountered in all existing systems, thus 
describing an ideal hypertext • Yet, there is currently 
no such complete hypertext system. 
~ ~ C ~ L.L.~•£• Hodes and links • 
Definition • 
Nodes are information holders considered as 
semantic entities different from each other. Nodes are 
related to our natural way of dividing information. A 
link represents a relation between two nodes or 
between\ information held in nodes. Links are related 
to our natural way of structuring information . Links 
usually originate at a single point , called a link 
reference. Their destination , called a link referent , 
is usually a node , a chunk or a region of text 
The links allow the reader to browse a hypertext 
non-sequentially. The set of nodes and links is 
called a network. 
Representation • 
Depending an systems, nodes are implemented as 
screens C Hypercard > or windows ( NoteCards > . 
Windows allow the simultaneous display of several 
nodes , which can help the user to find his way 
faster. 
A link is represented by its extremities , called 
anchors. Anchors are materialized by icons or buttons 
(2) . The buttons, either iconic or textual , are 
u~ually representative of the type of node which they 
point to. 
2.2.5.1.3. Information structuring 
The relationships given by the 
overall consistency of informations 
necessarily structure them .We can 
some sort of cement which, while 












the wall • 
(2) : The button 
other node, it 
represents 
is not the 
the way used to open an 
interactive object defined 
in man-machine studies. 
A document's structure (3) can be reflected by 
links 5 which can also help 
various levels of detail 
path through the document 





• .J... oocumenLs 
lea.st a 
sysLems specialize 
types , adapted to 
which corresponds to the 
reading. Most hypertext 
links in more precise 




2.2.5.2.\ Types links. 
lnf(.>rmati.;,:}n n1.J,jes and composite 






informations are associated. These 
follov-Jing propet-t i es , rn-- attributes 
a presentation ( information's nature, size, font, ) 
an identification C name, creation 
and 







nodes ( enumera.tion 
Properties associated with nodes vary from one 
hypertext system to the other , we have given the 
most common. 
of 
Composite nodes store informations on nodes ~hey 
group together , and are convenient for representing a 
document's structure. They are provided by such 
systems as NoteCards , but their use doesn't seem 
generalized; they most usually serve to make tables of 
contents .=1.nd to give partial 
(3) 
set 
: The term document is used 
of informations organized in 
of 
here to designate a 
a logical structure 
(4) : In the literature , 
called frames , chunks or 
information nodes are also 
informational objects. 
The information (signified) and its representation 
(significant) are not differentiated by the authors 
although they are distinct notions. Therefore , it is 
admitted an information's significant's modification ( 
for example~ change the font) can have an influence 
an its signified. We will insist on this when we 
will discuss the modifications to a network. 
., ·• C' ., ., 
L.1&~ ... _,.L..-L. Reference links and hierarchical linl,:s • 
\ 
Hierarchical links implement the 
existing between nodes. They bind 
the nodes they group They form a 
nodes, thus providing a linear way 
logical structure 
composite nodes with 
tree of all 
of t-ea.di ng (5) 
other ones: they link 
close. They provide 
the graph is not 
Reference links are the 
nodes ~hich are semantically 
non-linear way of reading and 
necessarily a tree. 
a 
Unlike for nodes , authors do make a difference 
between a link's significant and its signified, 
because, in this case, assimilating = link to its 
representation would mean that any representation 
change C for example: a button's shape> would bring 




to have a 
summary , ~•1e 
information 
t.,,i 11 say 
entities, 





allow the readers 
hypertext's semantic 
conte:{t . 
The semantic relations between those nodes are 
by the reference links. We will also say the 
documents· logical organization is materialized 
composite nodes which allow a unique reference 
set of information nodes thanks to hierarchical 






"path" given whenyou 




2.-2 •. 5 .. 3c Structures and hypertext approaches. 
of structures 
the 
e;d st : the 
hi et-2-rchi cal 
primary 
links 2,nd structure 
rept-esent 





•;Ji ven by 






information , that 
and the secondary 
a cla·:=:;sic 
document , the primary 
whereas in a hypertext 
generalty dominant . 
structure is often put forward i 
, the secondary structure is 
in = Two ways exist to put forth the 
hypertext . The network approach i= a 
incorporates the r1g1 □ document in a 
"Rigid" , because composite nodes and 
structures 
cla.ssic one , it 
hi et-arch i cal links 
are taken into account ; the primary structure is 
explicitely represented. Therfore , in order to browse 
through' a document j the reader can use either the 
primary or the secondary structure. As opposed to the 
network approach , the fugitive document approach only 
stores 'the information nodes and the reference links ( 
the secondary structure) . The document is often 
formalized with Petri nets; it comes to existence 
only at consultation time. 
consulted: every use of a 
transition's firing modifies 
access to new nodes. 
It is created as 
link corresponding 
the marking and 
Manipulation of a hypertext network. 





When the user has identified what he considers to 
be a semantic entity , he will be able to introduce 
it in his hypertext network as a node. When ne 
wants to add a relationship between two nodes , he 
will create a link. 
We have seen we can associate a type to links 
and nDdes ; as M-C Daniel-Vatonne says , "to ct-eate a 
link or a node is in fact to use a 
or to create a new link or node and 
its type 11 (DANI90) . 
predefined type 
then define 
Thus , at 
gi \/e 
a node's or 
the object have to 




creation , y·cJu. 
and the type's 
Some attributes 
mandatory , others are not , some are common to all 
objects of a type, such as those which determine 
screen display , and others are particular to one 
object , such as the creation date. 





In cet-tai n 
types of 
systems , the user can define 
nodes and links and therefore 
himself 
a.ssoci 2-.te 
chara.ctet-istic-:c:; he feels pertinent . " To ct-eate a node 
consist~ in asking the creation , eventually from Q 
predefined type , then in precising its attributes and 
its contents (text, graphics , or other) To crea~e a 
link consists in specifying where its extremities ( 
anchors) are , what these will be attached to j and in 
defining its attributes and the relationship it 
in certain systems, 
of a.u.toma.ted 
A very big problem of hypertexts is bound to 
what has ju.st been explained . The identification 
process· of semantic entities is indeed anything but 
trivial , particularly when the hypertext is built out 
c1f a "r1orrna.l H te~<t . Let's take for e;-!aiT1ple tf-re 
hypertext version of the Oxford English Dictionary 
(OED> . The main problem the authors had to solve was 
to fragment the existing text , and to create links 
between those chunks: most texts are not naturally 
fragmented; moreover , a hypertext should keep a good 
image of the original , and no implicit structure C 
especially those not detectable when you read the 
text for the first time> should be lost. 
2.2.6.1.2. 
"To destroy a node is to destroy the incoming 
and outgoing links which deal with its contents , and 
then to destroy it. To destroy a link is to erase 
its representations and then to destroy it 11 (DANI90) 
The authors agree to say the destruction, as well of 
nodes as of links, doesn't pose any particular 
pt- □blem • 
To modify a 
its anchors. No 
link is to modify its 
problem arises in this 
a.t tt- i but es 
kind of 
operation. To modify a node is to modify its 
attributes □r its contents. 
Here , serious problems 
modified contents was 
links , then 
the system. 






t-1~,lpet-te;{t i rs 
.2-.ncf life . 









attribLite 11 comp,:::s;=t-n is 
"life" i'1hose attt-ibute 
uE-:a.ch 
11 n2 ... rne 11 













the first node. 
modify "B<=;,ch 
J. s. It happens to the 
a.ppeat-
you go 
link? Is it brought into 
qu.estior1 if 





•"") •"'} L •"') 
..:..~...:..-=•-•#.::.JI: E.:{pl or in g a 
hypt-1en ? Ar,d 
l ,J.C."? 
; i. 
.L l you n~pls.ce 
Two exploring mooes can be differenciated: browsing 
and searching. In the case □~ the OED , one~the main 
reasons for the hypertext implementation is the 
facilities the syscem provides, as well for browsing 



































click on the mouse , f (J(- e:,.{ample • 




and help lS 
ir1 big 
\•Jelcome = Se\/er-al 




The author gives 
system. If the 
, the problem is 
help 
-3.n advi ced 
uset- doesn · t 
unsolved. 
1-•iay to go 
c.,u-efu.11 y 




Spacial help is typically a map in two or 
eventually three dimensions. Temporal help keeps record 
of Nhat has al n2ady been done by the user , by 
markin9 the nodes , or by updating a list of visited 
nodes. 
Stnict-ural help 
The author defines ~ne good paths to follow for 
an efficient browsing of the document 
Petri-network based help 
This is the case in which freedom has been 
reduced ta its minimum. The whole hypertext document 
is modeled by ~ 
match places and 
Petri-net , where 
transitions. Every 
an ini \ial 
skill·;:; m-
marking , which varies , 
access rights; a node's 
links 
user is assigned 










the node is enabled 
impose the visit of 
to the link 
• The a.u.thot-
sorr,e node 
is the other method for exploring 
the network , can be made on: 
the contents of one or more nodes, or on 




be an overall search , or specific to 
have already been visited , to nodes of 
cet-t-3.i n t,.fpe , 
The search by contents implies index and key words 
manipulation , with all the related difficulties, 
especially when the node's contents is not textual 
0. 
2.2.7. Hypertexts and DBMSes 
Hypertexts and DBMSes share many features: for 
example , they are systems 
information organized in 
systems that can work on 
(texts, graphics , •.. ) 
providing access to 
semantic entities , they are 
objects of various types 
Nevertheless, some difference·:::; ca.n 
Fi ,-st , \DBMSes LtSLta.11 ·i gi "'•./2 
searching methods; then , the 
neighbourhood-sensitive , and 
iTiL\Cii rnot-e 
DBMSes 
be underlined . 
sophisticated 
not 
..!.- L -Lili::! necessa.t-y 
tools for exploring 
of the properties 
friendlyness , which 
such neighbourhoods. And also, one 
of hypertexts £~ their user-
you don't always find in DBMSes 
Systems have been developed that cam□ 1ne 
DBMSes'performances and hypertexts'user interface 
Every hypertext system uses a DBMS to store its 
data. This DBMS can be as small as a home-made file 
manager·, and as big as a large 
There is no standard , and this 
by, be an obstacle to Nelson's 
rela.tior1al DBMS 
could ; -~s .L • L 11112 ,;ioes 
grand vision of 
integrating all the world's hypertexts. 
A step towards a solution has been made 
designers ( Hypertext Abstract Machine) (CAMP88) 
by HAM's 
¥-Jho 
advice , inter else, the introduction 
hypertexts· logical architecture of 
could be pos1c1oned between the DB 
application layer , and which could 
ser- .... li ces • L.. 1 Lt!e 
to 
primitives that 
the layer above 
tt-1e 
" .L 1. ;_ :=. 
in the 
a. new 1 ayet-
1 ayer- and 
·st2.ndarcfi ze 
, t•Jhi eh 
the 
the 
2.3. Binary Large OBjects. 
Apart from object-oriented databases, which will not 
be discussed in this essay, because it would be too 
large to fit in here, conventional database management 
systems have evolved in such a way that some now 
provide the user with a Multimedia orientation. In 
particular, some relational databases, like Informix-
Onl i ne, \have integrated a net•J data type category : 
Binary Large OBjects CBLOBs). BL□Bs can be used for 
storing anything from text to graphics or sounds. 
But rel a.ti anal DBMSes have their ot-.in restrictions 
tn,msacti ons should always garantee a.tomi city, 
consistency, isolation -:3.nd dut-abi 1 i ty (ACID pr-operties), 
and the i ntt- □ducti on of BLOBs should not al tet- the 
~•Jay other data types are handled. The only need is 
to e:-:tend e:-:isting systems so that they can handle 
very large unstructur-ed objects. 
In fact, two basic 
BLOB is known in the 
remote place where it 
really inserted among 
all BLOBs are treated 
unless an application 
BLOB's value is never 
a few operations can 
this is changing. 
solutions exist: either the 
database as a pointer to a 
is physically stored, or it is 
the data. In both approaches, 
as pointers by the DBMS: 
explicitely references it, the 
accessed. For the moment, only 
be carried out on BLOBs, but 
: 
In order- to respect the ACID requirements, while 
not penalizing the other parts of the database,' some 
processes inside the DBMSes have to be modified. For 
example, the BLOBs are not inserted in the log file, 
becausethey are too large ( a fr-ee-space map is 
maintained instead) ; backups should be made 
incremental, because most BLOBs are static; and shared 
buffers should not be used by BLOBs, which would soon 
full them all. 
2.4. Image technology. 
Full text retrieval systems provided the user with 
contents searches and analysis. Their major drawback 
is obviously that they fail to give access to the 
other data types then text. A totally different 
approach has been developed by image technology 
products. Here, any document is treated as an image, a 
picture~ In order to retrieve the meaningless data of 
pictures, information is added, such as index entries, 
key words which best characterize the document, ... 
2.4. 1. Requirements. 
The functional requirements are that of input, 
v-Jhi eh i's most often performed with scanners, of image 
compression and expanding, using CCITT Faxes of group 
3 or 4, respectively using a one-dimensional code 
(compression rate: 5-15 to 1 ) and a two-dimensional 
code ( compression rate: 15-30 to 1 ), of printing, 
mostly taken in charge of by laser printers , of 
retrieval and of scaling and rotating. 
The integrati~n with conventional information 
iystems and networks is an important issue, as is the 
quality of the graphical interface and the standard 
for application integration. In the same idea of 
integration, the system should support as many image 
formats as possible: scanned, FAX, ••• 
It is of primary importance to 
maintain an appropriate and efficient 
fully or partially automated conversion 
could generate the date necessary to 
would a link or integration with a 
ct-eate and 
i nde:-:. Ideal 1 y, 
to ful 1 te:<t 
make seat-ches, 
multimedia DBMS 
The primary data extraction can be performed 
.a.s 
either by automatic information extraction of initially 
designed forms, or by tagging the document from the 
start, using, for example, bar codes. 
2.4.2. Advantages. 
The first and obvious advantage is that human 
minds are tuned to deal with images. Then, you can 
also point out that images are very flexible in 
terms of input : you can easily handle any format , 
and respect the original layout as well as important 
features such as signatures. Some systems allow the 
graphical amendment of pictures, for example using an 
electronic stylus. Direct input and output are 
possible with the fax, and laser printers insure fast 
a.nd pet\fect din2ct output. 
2.4.3. Disadvantages. 
Two generic disadvantages are to be underlined. 
The fi~st one is high hardware and software 
requirements and costs: monitors and laser printers 
should be of very good quality, high volumes of main 
memory ~re required in order to support advanced user 
interfaces, the caching of images, and the compression 
and decompression of images. Storage requirements are 
immense, because, depending on the scanning resolution, 
an A4 page requires 483 KB (200 dpi) to 1933 KB (400 
dots per inch). Compressed, the same page uses 30 KB. 
So, you rapidely go up to gigabytes. Moreover , as 
these image based databases are expensive and searched 
for by users, you might want to incorporate it on = 
network which is also an expensive investment. 
The second disadvantages ,are bound to the 
limitations of the image format. Scanning times can 
be long; not all systems give insurance that the 
text is reusable for further processing, nor do they 
accept direct input from word processors: a raster 
print image is needed; finally, the search strategy is 
crucial, including the building of the index. 
3. STORAGE MEDIA. 
Only the relevant technologies for 
purposes are presented. Such media 
conductor memories, flashes, have been 
aside, because of either their limited 







Magnetic disks have been around for about 30 
in 
years now, and it is noticeable. The 
matured, it is perfectly incorporated 




a rising slope. Rigid magne~1c disks now operate 





Over the years, the surface of disks has changed, 
allowing increased densities through higher coercitivity 
( the magnetic field required to reverse the direction 
of magnetization of a bit). It is now, thin films 
ciade of cobalt-nickel alloys, covered with anti-
corrosion carbon coating, which also protect the 
surface against the head. 
Further improvements are possible, particularly in 
perpendicular recording and in head design. Meanwhile, 
the strenghs of magnetic disks lie in very fast 
access speeds, reliability, high capacity, low cost and 
proofed technology. Their weaknesses are the fixed 
character of the media, and its costs when very large 
capacities are needed. 
3.2. CD - ROM. 
The first kind of optical 
most standardized. CD-Rams are 
so it has become widespread 
Rom stands for Compact Disk 
the support is the same as 
r~d-onl '}'>.. media. 
storage is also the 
defined by iso 9660, and 
and interchangeable. CD-
Read Only Memory, because 
audio CDs, and it is a 
To make a CD-Rom is a very 
similar to making a record, it 
costly 
has to 
process; it is 
be rec□t-ded, 
other disks a master disk is first produced, 
are then industrially produced by 
and • L 1:.11e 
The data is recorded on the surface as holes, 
which reflect light a different way than the 
unaffected surface. A laser beam is used to read the 
data. The main difficulty is to have the beam 
correctly focused on the surface; another problem is 
the error correction: up to 30% of the recorded data 
is used to detect and correct errors. 
Whereas disks are divided into plates, tracks and 
sectors, CD-Rams are recorded linearly as a spiral 
going from the inside out. Constant linear velocity 
fs. used, which means that each record has the same 
l~ngfu on disk, and, as the head is going away from 
the center, the rotation speed decreases to make sure 
the same amont of bits always goes under the head. 
By the way, disks use constant angular velocity: the 
rotation speed is always the same, and records bn the 
edge take more room than those in the center. 
of 
The CD-Ram's performances are: a storage capacity 
about 550 MB, an uncorrectable-error rate below 105-
13, an average 
relatively slow 
more used as 
te~<t such as 
access time of 1 second and a 
transfer rate. They are more and 
a publishing media for large amonts of 
encyclopedia, or extensive documentation. 
3.3. CD - Warm. 
Write once, 
suffer from the 
technology is a 
yow- ov-m d.3.ta 
\•Jhat you have 
read many optical disks currenciy 
lack of standards. Nevertheless, this 
step beyond CD-Rom: you can write 
to a CD-Worm, although you can't change 
i•Jritten. 
\ 
Data is written using a strong 
read using a weaker one. 
The write process differs from system to system: in 
some, bubbles are made in a thin absorbing layer 
above the active layer; in others the laser ablates 
a pit in the material. Improvements are still looked 
for , especially ta improve density and to reduce the 
price. 
Current formats are the 12 inches disks, 
there is no standard, but performances can 
6.5 GB of capacity, a fair 120 ms average 
time and a date transfer rate of 8 MB 
These numbers will improve as the research 
results. The 5.25 inch format is a bit 
settled, and gives ~ better average access 
ms), while cutting down on capacity (1 GB>; 
f cJt- ¥Jh i eh 











is a logical competitor 
; it provides the user 
capability, durability and 
of microfiche and 
with faster access, 
t-emovabi l i ty. 
3.4. CD - Warm. 
The liJri te and 
been waited for. 
simple a~ CD-ROMs 
read many times, 
is allm'1ed. 
Read Many optical technology has 




In order to write and 










Magneto-optical disks combine 
as tools for recording data. 
the laser and the magnet 
The surface of the disk 
is here one that can be magnetized, but only at high 
temperatures ( past the Curie point). The laser beam 
is used to heat the surf2-.ce on a very smal 1 spot, and 
the magnet is used to give the surface its 
magnetization. The read process is accomplished using a 
weak laser beam, and detecting the differences in 
reflectivity: the light's polarization is different if 
you have a O or a 1. The write process takes two 
phases: first you erase the surface, setting all the 
bits t~ 0 or to 1, and then writing all the bits. 
Phase change technology is purely optical : the 
surface can switch back and forth between crystalline 
and amorphous state. You simply have to use 
different energy levels of laser beams to go from 
one state to the other and reverse. 
in the reflected read-beam are even 
than in the magneto-optical approach, 
need no erase process before you can 
The differences 
more detectable 
and moreover, you 
i•wi te. 
Because of its older development, the magneto-
optical approach is more advanced. Because of the 
optical components, anoptical head is much heavier than 
a magnetic disc's. This leads in lower speeds for 
head movements, and thus the access times are not 
comparable with those of harddisks: the optical drives 
~re lo times slower. But, despite of that, they are 
attractive because of their high capacities, especially 
if you use jukeboxes, which allow you to mix CD-Roms 5 
CD-Worms and CD-Warms. 
3.5. Digital paper. 
The latest in optical storage is the digital 
paper. The name is due to the way information is 
stored ( digitally ) , and the ability to produce large, 
flexible sheets of this media, actually made of 
polymers. It has been developed by the laboratories 
of Imagedata, whose parent company is I.C.I. 
\ 
Its principle for recording data is similar to 
WORMs. Holes are made on the disk's surface using a 
laser beam. For reading, a lower intensity beam is 
reflected differently where holes have been made, thus 
deciphE~ing the encoded bitsx 
The · di ffet-ences ~•Ji th t,JORMs is that di gi ta.l paper 
is thin and flexible, and that the writing process 
doesn't make holes in the mirroring surface, only in 
the active layer above it. The flexibility of disks 
made with digital paper enables the use of the 
Bernouilli effect. 
The Bernouilli effect 
~rinciple which states 
is derived from 
" that if the f l u i d flCW,J i~ - :::, 








on the other, 
flms1. It 
to 
the object feels a 
it the effect that 







of the disk, while spinning at' 1800 
minute ( 30 per second), is lifted 
and stays a~ an approxima~e distance 





property is very 
of maintaining a 
between the head 
head is therefore 
moves. Another consequence 
important, because the 
constant ( and small ) 
and the disk is avoided, 
lightened, allowing faster 
is that the small distance 
when making the pits ,and 
increased. 
can provide better accuracy 
the density can therefore be 
Let's summarize the advantages of digital paper 
over CD-WORM: higher density, higher capacity, faster 
access (40 msec), better mechanical properties ( much of 
the head has been removed), better latency, possibility 
of true double-sided disk drives, and higher data 
transfer rate ( 1.5 MB per sec). 
The disadvantages 
the slow access to 
the i mn\a.tureness of 
include the write-once 
data, where compared to 
a new technology. 
In the futut-e, 
used in removable 
devices. 
digital paper will 







3.6. Quarter-inch cartridge. 
The quarter-inch 
storage media. It is 
allow better surface 




, new techniques 
It is a small removable box containing tape; it 
has been developed specifically for data-processing 
appl i cafu ons. Its main adv2-.ntages are the 1 m-, cost, 
the emerging comptability among multiple sources, and 
its high data transfer rate ( currently 600 KB/sec); 
arguments aga1ns~ 
( a. f e~-i hundred 




its relatively short 
and low capacity. But 
increase. 




3.7. 11 4mm II DAT helical scan. 
u 4 mm II is the tz.Ji dtt1 of tl-ie ta.pe, 11 DAT II sta~nds 
fot- Digital Au.di o T a.pe ~ and II hel i c2-.l scan " refers to 
the way the data is aligned on the tape. Derived 
from the audio industry, this storage medium is 
particularly cheap (+/- $ 1.50 per 100 MB>, offers big 
storage ( 2 GB) but slow random access time ( average 
of 30 \seconds). The data is stored digitally and 
has a long lifetime: tapes can be read 1000 times. 
DAT systems provide the user 
cheap and reliable storage medium. 
can not be used =~ the working 
fitted· for backup. 
\•Ji th a 
Ac it 
relatively 
i S S 1 OlrJ , i t 
., but is vJell 
Physically , the data is stored on parallel tracks 
wich have an angle of 6 degrees with the edge of 
the tape. Two heads are used: one for read 
operations, and one for writing. Both heads include a 
servo information detector. A rotating drum rolls the 
tape forward at a very low speed : less than 1 cm 
per second. But searches can be performed 200 times 
faster, because of the technology used, in particular 
the small wrap angle ( 90D ). 
Preventing against 
error correction, a new 
devices. It cuts down 






used only on 
ra.te to an 
fot-wa.rd 
DAT 
3.8. 8 mm Helical scan. 
The 8mm helical scan tapes drives are distributed 
by only one company C Exabyte >, but they are worth to 
mention, because they have astounding archival 
capacities. Their capacity-to-volume storage ratio is 
exceptionaly high : 300 MB per cubic inch, thus making 
them competitive in terms of price per MB. 
\ 
Technically, they 
cousin, the DAT. It 
explain in details 
bett-ieen them. 
beh.;;;.ve a 





like thei t- 4mm 
of the subject to 
and the diffet-ences 
high capacity ( up to 5 gigabytes) 
DAT, but not their fast search 
keeping their low data transfer rate, 
disadvantage of having only one 
They have the 
and low cost of 
capability, while 
-~nd a.dding the 
su.pp l i et-. 
3.9. Holographic data storage. 
If this product keeps its promises, we could soon 
assist to a revolution inside computer science~ The 
idea of storing data in crystallite arrays using 
optical read and write processes has been in the 
mood for many years. But all experiments failed, due 
to the lack of experience in the light modulators 
field. Un the seventies, they were already putting 
holographic storage devices together, but they focused 
researches on increasing the capacity and failed to 
provide a solution. What was going wrong at the time 
is that the reading process, using a laser beam 1 influenced and destroyed the stored data, in such a 
way that after four or five reads, it would become 
undecipherable. 
In 1988, t-esearchers from Stanfm-ct University, along 
with Microelectronics and Computer technology 
cooperation found a new read process, which could 
prevent the signal to noise ratio of read data ta 
decrease. The following charactet-i sti cs are taken from 
an article published by Jan Pat-i eh in Byte (PARI90) 




size 3 by < bv 0.5cm to 10 by 10 by 0.5cm ·-•· ; 
5 by 5 by 0.5cm 
capacity 200 MB to 2 GB □vet- 100 GB 
Page size 64 Kbits 1 Megabit 
Avet-age page 1 to 10 mi ct-oseconds 100 mi ct-oseconds 
t-ead time 
Avet-age page 100 microseconds 10 microseconds 
tsii--i te .L. Lltl12 
Average sustained 100 to 800 MB/sec □vet- lterabyte/se 
tt-a.nsfer t-ate 
Costs Prototype costs Less than tl•JO 
to be detet-mi ned times magnetic 
or optical disk 
cost per bit in 
1895 
Amazing, isn·t it? 
But how is this achievable? 
In fact, the storage media itself is a small pack of 
tiny crystallites, made of photorefractive crystal such 
as strentium barium niobate ( with some cerium added) 
or lithium niobate. The basic idea is to take 
advantage of some crystals" photorefractiveness: a laser 
beam can change their optical properties. 
For extensive details on how holostores work , please 
refer to ( PARI 90 ). 
No \need to say, if 
commercialized, it will 
computer science areas 
data-access times will 




a storaoe media 
lots of changes 
gap between CPU 






A small picture is sometimes worth more than a 
long speech, said Napoleon. So, let's look at Table 1, 
which is a recapitulation of advantages and 
disadvantages of all methods discussed. 
\ 
Full te:-:t Inde;-: Mu.l tiat- N-Grams Hypet-- Blobs Image 
scanning tt-ibute tov-1-c: ,._ I'.. \_.....: tech 
method-3 
1. X X X X X X 
2. ·( X) (X) V V (X) (X) {X) r, 1'. 
"':!" V V 'J 
. _ ... r-. 
" 
A 
4. V (V) r, A, 
C" X V X ...J. A 
6. X X 
7. X V X X r-. 




, . X (X) co (X) 
10. V V r, ,., 
11. V X V X , A r-. 
Table 1 : Text retrieval methods comparison. 
(v, ,.. . = pat-ti al 1 y or on some systems 
1. Boolean searches 
2. Fuzzy queries 
3. Synonyms 
4. Positional searches 
5. Image storage possible 
6. Automated indexing 
7. High Textbase updates speed 
8. High Retrieval speed 
9. Nostorage overhead 
10. Easy implementation 
11. Low hardware requierements 
,, 
As you can see, there is no ideal method yet. 
The possibility of archiving pictures is costly in 
terms of complexity and of hardware. No method 
provides good results on both Boolean searches and 
fuzzy queries. The positional searches ( "all documents 
in which this word follows this word'' ) are possible 
with full text scanning systems, which are the only 
ones to be intresequely slow at retrieval time. 
As far as the storage media are concet-ned, the 
te~t-,nol o~ es are evolving very fast, so little can 
sa1 d. Ta. 1 e 2 is a remindet- of each technology's 
strong and ~-sieak points.· 
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ME.1)i"/~ [OST {i) 300/ 5-o too 3~- If /0 
, ; 0oo 
(7) : Inside each technology, there 
available, with notable differences 
are many formats 
in performances. 
be 
What is sure, is that each technology has its 
particularities, and depending on the needs and on the 
budget, the customer will eventually come to a 
satisfying compromise. When holostores will be 
available, it will also be possible to see what they 
really are, and if they keep up with the 
announcements, they will soon outrank all other 
competitors, by just blowing up the storage hierarchy. 
Som~ combinations of retrieval methods and storage 
devices just won't work. Full text scanning, requiring 
constant access to the textbase, need a fast access 
time, which can only be provided by the magnetic 
discs or by CD-Warm. QIC, DAT and 8mm helical scan 
are not fitted for primary storage of textbases, 
because of their prohibitive access time. The read -
only characteristic of CD-Rams limits their use: they 
are n□-t su.i ted f □t- dynamic te:-:tbases. 
5. CONCLUSION. 
As a conclusion, I would like to stress again the 
importance for some organizations to have = good 
document retrieval method. All the solutions explained 
in chapters 2 and 3 are not suited for all 
organizations. The most decisive work will although be 
done be.fot-e any system is implemented. 
The key to 
the envi t- □nment 
find the 
and both 
right system is to 
current and future 
identify 
needs. 
Moreover, a migration towards an 
system might be a good time to 
information is processed, and to 
document f 1 o~•J. 
automated archival 
revi e~LJ the ~LJay 
redesign the whole 
Good questions to ask include the following (8) : 








what volume of each? 
Where are the bottlenecks? 
What are the costs and benefits of each 
'the information handling process and what 
operations might link to the one being 




Can the various storage media and 
used as appropriate? 
input optidns be 
How much help does the system give to users, 
supervisors and analysts? 
Where and why are proprietary formats, hardware and 
sofbsiare used ? 
Is there a transition from old to new? 
Is a high st2-rtup cost 






Ni 11 be 
"pal i ti ca.l" aspects 
involved the right 
to i nsut-e the 
used, you need 
into account, 
~'-Jay . 
and, • .£: l.' so, why? 
risk and the speed 
system chosen and 
to take all 
and manage people 
PART II STATUS. 
This second part of the essay will look in 




"Secr~tariat Genet-al du Conseil des Ministres". 
first chapter, we will examine Status from the 
point of view. The second chapter will go 
inside \the data structures used by Status, and the 
third and fourth chapter will detail the input 
process and its deficiencies in terms of 
handling. 
error 
1 . TEXT RETRIEVAL IN STATUS. 
view is certainly the best The user's point of 
ta have a good opinion 
front of your computer 
of Sta.tus. liJhen you sit in 
and start 
fully designed textbase, in which 
have been written, you are amazed 










Local, global, positional, synonyms handling, searches 
like "give me all grey cars prized between 1000 and 
5000 dollars'', everything seems possible. With the 
advantage of being very fast, even when handling 
intricate boolean searches. As a textbase can be 
assigned a user-interface, systems can become very 
user-ft-iendl y. 
2. INSIDE STATUS. 
Status allows different privileges to a textbase's 
managers, who have all access rights, than to its 
users who have limited read and write access. You 
may not remove a textbase's last manager. When a 
manager makes a textbase, he has to fully describe 




each article is 




textbases are always divided 
chapter contains one or more 
made of a title part and 






can be d ec 1 a red • 
in the text, 
Chapters have no relation between them, other than 
belonging to the same textbase. The first chapter of 
a textbase usually is a description of cne textbase, 
informing the user about the other chapters, the 
available methods, and any particularity of the 
textbase. Access rights are defined at chapter level, 
and searches can be limited to a subset of chapters. 
Articles of a same chapter share the same access 
privilege, and the same overall structure. In one 
~articular article, you can find any series of 
p~edifined secc1ons. Two articles of the same textbase 
do not need to respect the order of occurence of 
the sections, and a same section may occur more than 
once in a specific article. 
Sections can 
The di ffet-ence 
sections do not 
section name can 
be either named or 
between the two is 
have their name in 
not be accessed by 
their text split 
are displayed the 










the te~< t. The 
searches. Named 










make a distinction between 




No concorded named 
textbase has been 
should be defined. 
"searchable". 
section can be added after the 
created. Hence, some spare section 
Paragraphs are defined for even more specific 
displays and for positional searches. They also 
provide a better text structure. 
Keyed fields have to be defined; they have a 
value which is associated with the keyed field name 
in the concordance file; they can therefore be 
accessed very quickly, and arithmetic operations can be 
performed with numeric keyed fields. They can also 
occur anywhere in the text: you might have three 
dat~-oriented sections ( order-date, delivery-date and 
pay-date), and their contents might be defined as 
keyed ~ields for access facilities. You will then 
have 3 same keyed fields in the same article. 
Status 
fm-mat. It 
stores the text in its own compressed 
builds a concordance file which is in 
fact a inverted 
for eat:h word. 
concon:ied and 
called them 
file of key words~ with one entry 
A common word is one which is 
thus impossible to be searched: we 
stop-words eat-lier; they include "and", 
"□t-" , etc .. = 
Each word position is expressed in fou~ levels: 
chapter, article, paragraph and word number. As the 
concordance file is a static-size file, every dimension 
has to be specified at create time: maximum number 
of chapters in the textbase, maximum number of 
articles per chapter, of paragraphs per article, and of 
~ords per paragraph. This can be particularly 
d~ngerous for dynamic textbases. 
Let's take a closer look at the concordance file, 
to see how searching is performed. The file i~ using 
the digraph method. The two first letters of a word 
are identified and searched for in = sorted list. 
Then a second list is used to search for the second 
digraph, which then gives the reference to a 
sequential sorted list of all words beginning with 
the 4 given letters. When the word is identified in 
that list, you have a list of all references, each 
corresponding ta one accurence of the word in the 
text. The total number of occurences is given in the 
first block of the chained-blocks list. You can find 
an illustration of this in Appendix A, page Ai . 
3. TEXT INPUT IN STATUS. 
The document flow is shown in Appendix A2: the 
te~-: t coming 
onjet- to be 




from the secretaries is 
interpreted by Status 
insert the documents at 
the textbase, the input 
normal text. In 
the right way, 
thei t- right 
text has to be 
This is the 
definition, given 
list of the 
by Status's 
mat-kers used 
man1_1.al ( 1 <)) : 
and 
$$* on a separate 
ch-3ptet-. 
lir!e defines the of 
SST on separate lines delimits the title text. 
$$P on a separate line separates each paragraph. 
$$N fol·lm'-Jed by a section name denotes 
a named section. 
the stat-t of 
$$S denotes the start nf the default named section. 
$$A on a separate line terminates each article. 
$$Z on a separate 
in ct-eate and 
line signifies the end 
en 1 c.u-ge modes. 
of 
iSW bracketing text signifies an external 
a file outside Status. 
$$Knum denotes a protect key of value num. 
An e.xample of 
81. Please excuse 
fon11at of 
marked text is found in Appendix 
the bad character prints: the 
characters is not standard. 
The input file can consist 
belonging to a same textbase. 
by chapter number. 









to be sor-ted 
~'>Ii th 




1 ong as 
in 
no 
a textbase, everything 
error is present in the 
When you 
Narks vJel 1 
input te:-:t. 
does not see 
i nappt-opi'-i ate 
t•Jhen errors 
them, m- it 
are introduced, either Status 
does and gives somewhat 
messages such as 
"l,JARl'HNG-concorda.nce reference limits e:{ceeded in 
article C: A" , 
not at check time, but at update time 
No syntactic ( or 
check is performed, or 
can insert anything in 










in a fully structured and 
message Status gave me was 
named section. 
defined textbase ! The only 
a warning of unrecognized 
Once my dummy input t•Jas checked by Status, I had 
all kinds of trouble removing it h-om the te;-:tbase, 
~Jhere it had been i nsEn-ted. Sa you have to be very 
careful before entet-i ng a.nything in the te:-:tbase. 
PART III : DOCUMENT VALIDATION PROGRAM (DVP) 
Now that an introduction has been made to Status, we can 
focus on the work I have done during my stage. Mr. Vleminckx, 
operating in the New Technologies department, was my counsellor 
and he formulated the problem this way: 
"Within the legal department of the General Secretariat of 
the Council of European Ministers, a document database, JUR, is 
maintained. This database contains descriptions of legal 
documents. 
Status, a full text retrieval product, is used as the text 
engine. The product shines in document retrieval speed and query 
facilities, but lacks support for proper document input and 
validation. 
The objective of a "Document Validation Program" (DVP) is to 
have a program that checks the syntax and the semantics of the 
new documents before they are loaded into the JUR textbase. 
The following plan must be followed: 
0. Introduction to Status and JUR 
1. Agree with the user the validation rules 
2. Implementation of the program 
3. Program testing 
4. User and program maintenance documentation 
We recommend to investigate into and eventually use 
progamming productivity tools like LEX (lexical analyzer 
generator), YACC (parser generator), and AWK (pattern scanning 
and processing language). 
The constraints are that the program must be developed in 
the UNIX V environment, using the ANSI C language." 
1. INTRODUCTION TO THE JUR TEXTBASE 
JUR is a Status textbase used by jurists to defend the 
council during lawsuits, or to give juridical advice. It depends 
from the juridical documentation service, which transmits to the 
JUR administrator the documents to be entered. 
The project started internally; at first, a PC was used to 
store the documents, and, two years ago, credits were accorded to 
support further development. The JUR textbase was born. 
In March '90, around 1500 documents were introduced in the 
textbase. This number is growing slowly, as only newer documents 
are added. All documents concerning the first, second and fourth 
chapters are inserted, but only a selection of chapter 3's 
confidential documents are allowed to be entered in the textbase. 
The users of JUR are not numerous: only 3 jurists use the 
textbase, and only one of them is interested by the fourth 
chapter. They find the hardware to be of insufficient quality, 
but are rather satisfied by the software. In fact, no interface 
has been defined, and the users have only the raw Status 
instructions to make their queries. But they don't complain, and 
find JUR nicer than CELEX, an other juridical database, 
centralized in the Commission. 
JUR is divided in four chapters, each containing a different 
type of documents. In chapters 1, 2, and 3, you can find the J, 
K, and N documents, all produced by the Council, and in chapter 4 
are stored the anti-dumping legislation of all countries of the 
world. N documents are a bit special: they are confidential 
internal notes, that's why not all of them are put in the 
textbase. In appendix Bl, you will find a typical J document, 
ready to enter the textbase. 
2. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE DVP 
The input, or document, is basically a series of successive 
chapters, which are themselves a series of articles. The syntax 
of an article involves two levels. On a higher level, we can 
consider the article to validate as a series of sections. For a 
particular article, all the valid sections must appear once and 
only once (except for the optional CONCLUSION section), and in 
the order of appearance described below. On a lower level, there 
is the syntax of the CONTENTS of each named section. 
The Document Validation Program will check if the syntax is 
respected by a specified document (input). Every time a mismatch 
is detected, a line will be written in a report file. The error 
and warning messages are given next to the related situation or 
constraint. 
2.1. Article-level syntax check 
If the article is not correctly designed, three error 
messages can be displayed, depending on the situation 
'Erreur' numdoc marker 'Marqueur incorrect.' 
'Erreur' numdoc marker 'Marqueur manquant.' 
'Erreur' numdoc marker 'Marqueur deja present.' 










$$N CONCLUSION (Optional) 
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$$N CONCLUSION (Optional) 
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$$N CONCLUSION (Optional) 
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2.2. Syntactic check of the CONTENTS of the named sections 
In the following description, n will stand for any single 
digit (0 .. 9), 1 for any letter, and dd/mm/yy for any date coded 
in 6 digits (2 for the day, 2 for the month, and 2 for the year). 
DATE.yy is the year part of DATE. 
DATE 
Format : dd/mm/yy 
If unvalid format, error message: 
'Erreur' numdoc date 'Format de date incorrect.' 
Valid date 
Less than today's date 
If unvalid date, error message: 
'Erreur' numdoc date 'Date invalide.' 
If more than 1 year old, warning message : 
'Avertissement' numdoc date 'Date anterieure de plus d"un an a la date 
du jour.' 
COTE 
Format J and K documents : nnnnn_yy 
(check first 8 char only) 
where COTE.yy = DATE.yy 
or COTE.yy = DATE.yy - 1 
N documents NOTEINT (or NOTEINTn if 
several N documents exist 
for the same date) 
If unvalid format, error message: 
'Erreur' numdoc cote 'Format de cote incorrect.' 
If unvalid yy, warning message 
'Avertissement' numdoc cote date 'Annee de la cote anterieure de plus 
d'un an a l'annee du document.' 
CODE 
Format nnn 
If unvalid format, error message : 
'Erreur' numdoc code 'Format de code incorrect.' 
LANGUE 
Format 1 or 11 
If unvalid format, error message : 
'Erreur' numdoc langue 'Format de langue incorrect.' 
Correct code in corresponding LANGUE file 
If no correspondance in LANGUE file, error message : 
'Erreur• numdoc langue 'Pas de correspondance dans le fichier LANGUE.' 
TITRE 
Free text (at least one letter) 
If empty section, error message 
'Erreur' numdoc 'Section titre vide.' 
REFERENCES 
Each in a different paragraph ($$P separator) 
A reference consists of several descriptors each on 
a different line and incrementally indented. 
If invalid format, error message : 
'Erreur' numdoc references 'Format de references incorrect.' 
Each reference must exist as a single record in the 
corresponding REFERENCES file. 
If no correspondance is found in REFERENCES file, 
warning message : 
'Avertissement' numdoc references 'Pas de correspondance dans le 
fichier REFERENCES.' 
TEXTE 
Free text (at least one letter) 
If empty section, error message 
'Erreur' numdoc 'Section texte vide.' 
NUMDOC 
In input, must be J, Kor N. 
If unvalid format, error message 
'Erreur' numdoc 'Format de numdoc incorrect.' 
This named section in the output must be 
constructed from the input file, as follows 
J documents 
J_yymmdd_yynnnnn_nnn (date/cote/code) 
K documents : 
K_yymmdd_yynnnnn (date/cote) 
N documents : 
N_yymmdd_NOTEINTn (date/cote/optional n) 
DOCNUM 
Format 3nnRnnnn or 3nnDnnnn 
If unvalid format, error message 
'Erreur' docnum 'Format de docnum incorrect.' 
DAT 
Format dd/mm/yy 
If unvalid format, error message : 
'Erreur' docnum dat 'Format de dat incorrect.' 
Valid date 
Less than today's date 
If unvalid date, error message: 
'Erreur' docnum dat 'Date invalide.' 
If more than 1 year old, warning message : 
'Avertissement' docnum dat 'Date anterieure de plus d'un an a la date 
du jour.' 
PUB_REF 
Format OJ L nnnn, dd/mm/yy, P.nnnn 
where dd/mm/yy is a valid date. 
If unvalid format, error message: 
'Erreur' docnum pub_ref 'Format de pub_ref incorrect.' 
TYPE 
Each on a new line of the same paragraph 
If invalid format, error message: 
'Erreur' docnum type 'Format de type incorrect.' 
Correct code existing in corresponding TYPE file 
If no correspondance is found in TYPE file, warning 
message: 
'Avertissement' numdoc type 'Pas de correspondance dans le fichier 
TYPE.' 
PRODUCT 
Free text (at least one letter) 
If empty section, error message 
'Erreur' docnum 'Section product vide.' 
COUNTRY 
On one line, separated from each other by one space 
Format any number of strings of 1 to 10 charac-
ters (any but space and carriage return) sepa-
rated by one space and terminated by a carriage 
return. 
If unvalid format, error message : 
'Erreur' docnum country 'Format de country incorrect.' 
Correct code existing in corresponding COUNTRY file 
If no correspondance in COUNTRY file, error messa-
ge : 
'Erreur' docnum country 'Pas de correspondance dans le fichier 
COUNTRY.' 
KEYWORDS 
Each in a different paragraph 
Format : Wnnn nn_nn 
If unvalid format, error message 
'Erreur' docnum keywords 'Format de keywords incorrect.' 
The nn_nn part of each keyword should be found 1n 
the corresponding KEYWORDS file. 
If the nn_nn code is found in the KEYWORDS file, the 
corresponding full keyword must be inserted 1n 
the input (next to the corresponding code). 
If the nn_nn code is not found in the KEYWORDS file, 
an error message should be printed: 
'Erreur' docnum code 'Pas de correspondance dans le fichier KEYWORDS.' 
The paragraphs containing keywords should be sorted 
ascendingly on the first four characters (Wnnn). 
If the paragraphs appear in an unsorted order, a 
warning message should be given: 
'Avertissement' docnum keywords 'Les keywords ne sont pas tries par 
ordre croissant.' 
Apart from the validation, the user asked for a summary. At 
the end of the report file, the number of each kind of markers 
will be added: one line by marker, with first the name of the 
marker, and then the number of times it has been detected in the 
input. $$P and$$# will not be present in this list. Example of 
a line: 
$$N COTE present 18 fois. 
3. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING IMPLEMENTATION 
Besides small but bothering problems like the character-set 
incompatibility, illustrated in appendix Bl, I was faced with 
problems which were difficult to overcome. Some dealt with the 
lexical analyzer, LEX, some with the parser, YACC, and a lot with 
error handling. 
3,1. Lexical analyzer 
A lexical analyzer is a program which scans a file and 
returns a different value, depending on the character pattern 
found. LEX is a tool which helps writing lexical analyzers; the 
character patterns are called tokens. 
The lexical analyzer's specifications must be written in LEX 
format. Then LEX converts these specifications into a function 
written in C that has the same effects. The main problem with 
LEX is that it is impossible to make it work in a procedural way: 
"if you find this pattern, then do this, else do that". LEX 
works differently: "this is the next encountered token". And you 
have to handle all special cases by yourself at a higher level. 
Finally, I decided to include in LEX only the date 
validations, and the marker counts. In appendix Cl, you will 
find the LEX source, and in appendix C2, the associated C 
function. 
There are some bugs in LEX; in particular, it is not always 
true that the longest token is returned. For example, if you 
define a word to be any series of alphanumeric characters, and an 
identifier to be a series of up to eight alphanumeric characters, 
LEX will sometimes give you the token identifier (value: 
"suchawor") when encountering "suchaword", and sometimes it will 
return the word token on "identity", even if identifier had been 
declared first. Bugs like that are almost impossible to detect 
in the C program produced by LEX. 
3.2. Parser 
A parser is a program which scans a file and checks if it 
respects a predefined structure or syntax. YACC (Yet Another 
Compilers' Compiler) is a tool which helps writing parsers. The 
syntax is defined in terms of exact strings or in terms of tokens 
returned by a lexical analyser. LEX and YACC are two closely 
related tools for compilers' design. 
Two problems arose when writing the YACC program: on one 
hand, the interface with LEX turned out to be far from perfect, 
and on the other hand, the debugging was very difficult. The 
biggest problem of all, error handling, will be discussed in the 
third chapter. 
As I mentioned before, LEX rules are written a bit like 
inference rules. YACC works completely differently: you specify 
the expected order of tokens, and, if it is not respected, a 
syntax error occurs. 











where DATE, NEWLINE, and WORD are LEX tokens respectively 
made of 6 digits, a carriage return, and any number of 
alphanumeric characters. If the input line is "880808a", LEX 
will return a single token: WORD, and a syntax error will be 
detected, where there should be none. The complete YACC rules of 
the DVP can be found in appendix C3. 
The debugging facility was awkward to use: you have to go in 
the C program generated by YACC (see appendix C4), which is 
anything but readable, and change it, in order to have very 
rudimentary debugging. A file which is supposed to help the 
programmer can be generated; part of it is in appendix C5. I 
only put a few sheets, because the whole file is more than 50 
pages long! 
3.3. Error handling 
Two difficult problems are to be distinguished: error 
detection is the ability of a parser to detect an error and its 
location, and error recovery is the process of finding a good 
place to start parsing again after an error has been detected. 
First, we'll speak about error detection. 
3.3.1. Error detection 
If no error rule has been specified, the only message 
uttered by a YACC parser when bumping into an error is "syntax 
error". Moreover, no further parsing is accomplished. It is 
possible to trap the errors by using the "error" token. When an 
error is encountered, the parser acts just like if it had 
received from its lexical analyzer the predefined token "error". 
Using this token in rules can help you in tracking the 
errors, and give them appropriate actions. But it gives you no 
idea of where the error occured. So you have to add a section 
number variable (globnumsect), which indicates what is the 
section number to be parsed, and which will be used in the error 
handling procedure. 
The kind of error which occured is stored in the variable 
"globnumerr"; it is updated every time an error cannot occur 
anymore, and it takes the value assigned to the next possible 
error. This is true only for format errors; all other errors do 
not give an error for the parser: the fact that a reference is 
not present in the corresponding file is not an error for YACC, 
it is a voluntary action taken by the program upon detection of 
any unvalid reference. 
3.3.2. Error recovery 
An even more intricate problem is that of knowing where to 
go in the input when an error has been found. I have no 
satisfying answer to that question, and I am convinced there is 
no elegant way to handle this with LEX and YACC, at least in the 
specific context of text structure checking. Let's suppose you 













The ideal solution in the first case would be to display a 
"Marker d~jA pr~sent" message, and discard the second "$$N 
NUMDOC" marker, while in the second case, the appropriate actions 
include a "Format de numdoc incorrect" error message and the 
restart of the parsing with "$$N DATE". These two methods work 
only for their respective input; applying a method to the other 
input would be a disaster. 
4 . CONCLUSION 
It has been very interesting to experiment with techniques 
and tools used in the compilers' design context. But LEX and 
YACC suffer from their lack of documentation and poor error 
handling. I have realized, during this project, how unknown 
technologies (new environment, new programming language, etc ... ) 
can dramatically increase a project's difficulty. 
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81: Example of a JUR input document 
82: List of the JUR sections 
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Interpr<tation de l'article 116 du trait< CEE] 
a)UChamp d'application de cette disposition par rapport ' l'articleU113 du 
trait<] 

























1. Lors de la r<union du 6Ud<cembreU1990, le Pr<sident du groupe "Produits 
de base" a demand< au Service juridique du Conseil de rendre un avis sur 
certaines questions concernant l'interpr<tation de l'article 116 du trait< 
GEE, ' la lumi>re d'une note pr<sent<e par une d<l<gation' ce sujet. Le 
repr<sentant du Service juridique a donn< oralement cet avis lors de la 
r<union du groupe du 7 marsU1991. Suite ' son intervention, le Pr<sident du 
groupe a demand< au Service juridique de mettre son avis par <crit.] 
$$P 
2. Les questions pos<es peuvent se r<sumer ainsi :] 
$$P 
61/1 
A) Quel est le champ d'application de l'article 116 par rapport ' 
l'articleU113U7 Notamment, l'articleU116 peut-il s'appliquer aux domaines 
relevant de la politique commerciale commune (articleU113) ou aux domaines 
relevant de la comp<tence des Etats membresU?] 
$$P 
B) Quel peut §tre le contenu de l'action commune pr<vue par l'article 11607 
Notamment, l'article 116 peut-il §tre utilis< pour obliger les Etats 
membres 'prendre un engagement internationalU? Un corollaire de cette 
question est celle de savoir si l'on peut obliger les Etats membres, sur la 
base de cette disposition, ' signer ou 'notifier simultan<ment un accord.] 
$$P 
A) Champ d'application de l'articleU116 du trait< GEE par rapport ' 
l 'articfoU113] 
$$P 
3. A tit=e pr<liminaire, le Service juridique souligne que, l'articleU113 
<tablissant une comp<tence exclusive de la Communaut<, les cas clans 
lesquels la Communaut< d<tiendrait une comp<tence virtuelle ne font pas 
l'objet du pr<sent avis.] 
$$P 
4. Selon l'article 116, premier alin<a :] 
$$P 
"Pour toutes les questions qui rev§tent un int<r§t particulier pour le 
march< commun, les Etats membres ne m>nent plus, 'partir de la fin de la 
p<riode de transition, qu'une action commune clans le cadre des 
organisations internationales de caract>re <conomique. A cet effet, la 
Commission soumet au Conseil, qui statue ' la majorit< qualifi<e, des 
propositions relatives ' la port<e et ' la mise en oeuvre de cette action 
commune".] 
$$P 
11 d<coule de cette disposition que son application est limit<e aux 
domaines relevant de la comp<tence des Etats membres. C'est <videmment 
seulement clans les cas o{ ils d<tiennent une' comp<tence que les Etats 
membres peuvent mener une action et done que l'article 116 peut recevoir 
application.] 
$$P 
5. Ainsi, le Service juridique estime que clans les cas o{ il existe une 
comp<tence exclusive communautaire, c'est ' la Communaut< d'exercer sa 
comp<tence. Les Etats membres ne disposent plus de comp<tences et ne 
peuvent done plus mener une action commune au sens de l'article 116 GEE.] 
$$P 
Une comp<tence communautaire exclusive clans le domaine des relations 
ext<rieu=es existe] 
$$P 
i)Udans les cas express<ment pr<vus par le trait<, ce qui est le cas 
notammen~ pour l'article 113 GEE concernant la politique commerciale 
communeU;] 
$$P 
ii)Uen application de la jurisprudence de la Gour de Justice clans l'affaire 
AETR selon laquelle la Communaut< est comp<tente pour conclure tousles 
accords internationaux qui affecteraient des r>gles internes instaur<es par 
la Communaut<.] 
$$P 
6. Dans son avisOl/78, la Gour de justice, se r<f<rant ' son avisOl/75, a 
consid<r<, en ce qui concerne la d<limitation du champ d'application 
respectif des articles0113 et 114, d'une part, et 116, d'autre part, que 
"ce qui compte, au regard de l'application du trait<, est la question de 
savoir si une n<gociation entreprise dans le cadre d'une organisation 
internationale est destin<e 'aboutir 'un "engagement pris par des sujets 
de droit international et ayant une force obligatoire". Dans un tel cas, 
ce sont les dispositions du trait< relatives ' la n<gociation et ' la 
conclusion d'accords, en d'autres termes, les articles 113, 114 et 228, qui 
sont d'application, et non l'article 116" (attendu051).] 
$$P 
Il d<coule de ce consid<rant que dans le cas d'une n<gociation pour 
laquelle une comp<tence communautaire exclusive existe, tel que dans le cas 
de la politique commerciale commune, c'est la Gommunaut< qui doit exercer 
sa comp<tence et elle ne peut pas la faire exercer par les Etats membres, 
sur la base de l'article0116.] 
$$P 
7. Au cas o{ la Gommunaut< ne serait pas membre de l'organisation en cause, 
les Etats membres devraient agir, au titre non pas de leurs propres 
comp<tences, mais des comp<tences communautaires. Dans un tel cas, il ne 
s'agirait pas pour le Gonseil de pr<voir une action commune 'mener par les 
Etats membres qui exerceraient ' cet effet leurs propres comp<tences (ces 
comp<tences, par d<finition, n'existent plus) mais d'organiser l'exercice 
des comp<tences communautaires par les Etats membres qui, selon la 
jurisprudence de la Gour, sont tenus dans un tel cas d'agir dans l'int<r§t 
et pour le compte de la Gommunaut<. Gela devrait se faire sur la base des 
dispositions qui donnent la comp<tence exclusive ' la Gommunaut<, et non 
sur la base de l'article 116.] 
$$P 
En cons<quence, du fait que la politique commerciale commune rel>ve de la 
comp<tence exclusive de la Gommunaut<, dans le cas o{ il serait impossible 
'cette derni>re d'exercer sa comp<tence dans le cadre d'une organisation 
internationale ' caract>re <conomique, ce sont les Etats membres qui 
exerceraient les comp<tences communautaires au nom de la Gommunaut<. Get 
exercice rel>verait des articles 113 et 114 et non de l'article 116.] 
$$P 
8. Le champ d'application de l'article 116 est done limit< aux questions 
qui ne rel>vent pas de la comp<tence de la Gommunaut<, mais qui rev§tent 
n<anmoins un int<r§t particulier pour elle. Selan le Service juridique, 
l'applicabilit< de l'article0116, qui sp<cifie, pour les questions 
soulev<es dans le cadre d'une organisation internationale de caract>re 
<conomique, l'obligation g<n<rale <dict<e par l'article05 du trait<, n'est 
pas limit<e ' certains domaines du trait< mais peut concerner tous les 
domaines du trait<, pour autant qu'une comp<tence des Etats membres 
subsiste. La jurisprudence de la Gour elle-m§me fait r<f<rence ' l'article 
116 dans les domaines du transport (affaire AETR att.076) et de la p§che 
(affaire Kramer, att.043).] 
$$P 
B)00Gont,~nu de l'action commune] 
$$P 
9. Selan la premi>re phrase de l'article 116, premier paragrapheO: "Pour 
toutes les questions qui rev§tent un int<r§t particulier pour le march< 
commun, les Etats membres ne m>nent plus, 'partir de la fin de la p<riode 
de transition, qu'une action commune dans le cadre des organisations 
internationales de caract>re <conomique".) 
$$P 
Cette phrase constitue 'elle seule une obligation pour les Etats membres, 
obligation qui pr<cise celle d<coulant des dispositions de l'article 5 du 
trait< CEE. Cette action commune est obligatoire, m§me si la Commission ne 
soumet pas, ou que le Conseil n'adopte pas, des propositions relatives ' la 
port<e et ' la mise en oeuvre de cette action commune.) 
$$P 
10. En outre, selon la deuxi>me phrase du premier paragraphe de l'article 
116, la port<e et la mise en oeuvre de l'action commune peuvent §tre, le 
cas <ch<ant, pr<cis<es. Le contenu d'une "action commune" ne peut pas §tre 
d<fini in abstracto. 11 doit §tre d<termin< cas par cas en tenant compte 
notamment du cadre international, de l'objet de la n<gociation et de 
l'int<r§t en jeu pour la Communaut<. A titre d'exemple, le Service 
juridique estime que, sur la base de l'article 116, le Conseil peut, sur 
proposition de la Commission, pr<voir que les Etats membres doivent adopter 
une attitude commune lors d'une n<gociation internationale, ou ne pas 
prendre un engagement international ou encore, assortir leur acceptation 
d'un engagement international de certaines conditions.) 
$$P 
11. Par contre, le Service Juridique estime que le Conseil ne pourrait pas, 
sur la base de l'articleU116, cr<er une obligation pour les Etats membres 
de contracter des engagements internationaux. En effet, le Conseil ne 
saurait obliger les Etats membres 'prendre des engagements internationaux 
dans des domaines qui rel>vent de leurs comp<tences.) 
$$P 
12. Toutefois, il convient d'examiner si le m§me raisonnement s'applique en 
ce qui concerne un accord international "mixte", ' savoir un accord qui 
r>gle des mati>res relevant en partie de la comp<tence de la Communaut< et 
en partie de celle des Etats membres, de sorte que ni la Communaut< seule, 
ni les Etats membres seuls, ne peuvent assumer toutes les obligations 
stipul<es dans l'accord. La conclusion d'un tel accord par la Communaut< 
n<cessite done sa conclusion concomitante par les Etats membres et vice 
versa.] 
$$P 
Si, dans un tel cas de comp<tence mixte, le Conseil d<cide, soit 
d'autoriser la Commission' ouvrir des n<gociations et de lui donner des 
directives de n<gociation, soit de signer et, enfin, de conclure un accord, 
ces d<cisions - m§me si elles sont limit<es ' la partie de l'accord 
relevant de la comp<tence communautaire - peuvent cr<er implicitement 
l'obligation pour les Etats membres de n<gocier, signer ou conclure ce m§me 
accord, lorsqu'il s'av>re que cette action des Etats membres est 
indispensable ' l'ex<cution de l'accord par la Communaut<. En effet, si, 
de l'avis du Conseil, il est n<cessaire que la Communaut< conclue l'accord 
en question, les Etats membres sont tenus (art. 5 CEE) de prendre toutes 
mesures g<n<rales ou particuli>res propres ' assurer l'ex<cution des 
obligations r<sultant des actes des institutions de la Communaut<.) 
$$P 
Ces obligations des Etats membres pourraient, de l'avis du Service 
juridique, §tre explicit<es par des d<cisions concernant ' la fois la 
Communaut< et les Etats membres, prises sur une double base juridique 
visant le ou les articles du trait< qui <tablissent la comp<tence 
communautaire et l'articleU116 en ce qui concerne les parties de l'accord 
relevant de la comp<tence des Etats membres.] 
$$P 
13. Finalement, et en ce qui concerne la question pos<e de savoir si l'on 
peut obliger les Etats membres, sur la base de l'articleU116, ' signer ou ' 
notifier simultan<ment un accord, le Service juridique rappelle que 
l'exigence de simultan<it< quant ' la signature et ' la notification d'un 
accord est une exigence pr<vue dans le cadre du documentU"PROBAU20", 
arrangement qui a un caract>re politique et qui "laisse de cct< toute 
consid<ration de caract>re juridico-institutionnel se r<f<rant aux 
comp<tences respectives de la Communaut< et des Etats membres" (doc. 
5887/81 PROBA 20).] 
$$P 
Du point de vue juridique, il n'est pas n<cessaire que la signature ou la 
notification d'un accord intervienne simultan<ment de la part de la 
Communaut< et des Etats membres. Toutefois, rien n'emp§che le Conseil, 
sur la base de l'article pertinent du trait< pour ce qui est de la 
comp<tence communautaire et sur la base de l'articleU116 pour ce qui est 
des comp<tences des Etats membres, de pr<voir que la Communaut< et les 
Etats membres qui ont d<cid< de signer un accord ou de notifier son 
acceptation, le fassent simultan<ment. Plus concr>tement, dans les 
domaines couverts par l'article 116, la Commission et le Conseil pourraient 
bien estimer l'exigence de la simultan<it< comme une modalit< demise en 
oeuvre de l'action commune.] 
$$P 
Dans ce sens, le Service juridique estime qu'il n'y a pas de contradiction 
entre la non-existence d'une possibilit< d'obliger juridiquement les Etats 
membres 'prendre un engagement international (mis 'part le cas des 
accords mixtes) et l'exigence d'une action simultan<e des Etats membres qui 
auraient d<cid< de prendre cet engagement. 
$$N CONCLUSION 
14. Le Service juridique estime que] 
$$P 
a) La premi>re phrase du premier alin<a de l'article 116 contient, pour 
toutes les questions qui rev§tent un int<r§t particulier pour le march< 
commun, une obligation pour les Etats membres de mener une action commune 
dans le cadre des organisations internationales de caract>re <conomique, 
obligation qui pr<cise celle d<coulant des dispositions de l'article 5 du 
trait<. Cette action commune est obligatoire, m§me si la Commission ne 
soumet pas, ou que le Conseil n'adopte pas, des propositions relatives ' la 
port<e et ' la mise en oeuvre de cette action commune.] 
$$P 
b) La deuxi>me phrase du premier alin<a de l'article 116 permet au 
Conseil, statuant ' la majorit< qualifi<e sur proposition de la Commission, 
d'adopter des actes relatifs ' la port<e et ' la mise en oeuvre de ladite 
action commune. Selan le Service juridique, cette disposition ne peut pas 
§tre utilis<e dans les cas o{ il existe une comp<tence communautaire, ' 
savoir lorsqu'une question rel>ve du pouvoir de d<cision de la Communaut<.] 
B 1/r 
$$P 
c) Mis 'part le cas des accords mixtes, la deuxi>me phrase du premier 
alin<a de l'article 116 ne peut pas §tre utilis<e pour obliger les Etats 
membres 'prendre un engagement international. En revanche, elle peut 
l'§tre pour pr<voir que les Etats membres adoptent une attitude commune 
lors d'une n<gociation internationale, que les Etats membres ne prennent 
pas un engagement international ou qu'ils assortissent leur engagement 
international de certaines conditions.] 
$$P 
d) Dans le cas des accords mixtes, si le Conseil d<cide, soit d'autoriser 
la Commission' n<gocier, soit de signer ou de conclure un accord, cette 
d<cision peut cr<er implicitement l'obligation pour les Etats membres, soit 
de n<gocier, soit de signer ou de conclure ce m§me accord, s'il s'av>re 
que cette action des Etats membres est indispensable ' l'ex<cution de 
l'accord par la Communaut<. Ces obligations des Etats membres pourraient 
§tre explicit<es par des d<cisions prises sur la base de l'article 116 pour 
ce qui concerne les parties de l'accord relevant de la comp<tence des Etats 
membres.) 
$$P 
e) Bien que cela ne soit juridiquement pas n<cessaire, il est possible, sur 
la base de l'article 116, de pr<voir que la Communaut< et les Etats membres 
qui auraient d<cid< de prendre un engagement international, signeront cet 
accord ou d<poseront la notification de cet accord simultan<ment. 
$$A 
JUR is a heterogeneous textbase. In fact, the fourth 
chapter, about anti-dumping measures, has nothing in common 
with the others. They have been put in the same textbase only 
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mm (0-1] [0-9] 





















































A"$$N CONCLUSION" { 


















A"$$N PUB REF" { 
++nbpubrefcount; 
return (NEWPUB REF); }; -






















printf ( 11 \nErreur 
}; 
























J {yy}{mm}{dd} {yy}{nnnnn} {nnn} { 
return-(NUMDOCj); 
} ; 
K {yy}{mm}{dd} {yy}{nnnnn} { 
- return-(NUMDOCk); 
}; 
N {yy}{mm}{dd} NOTEINT{n}? { 
- return-(NUMDOCn); 
} ; 
"OJ L "{nnnn}", "{dd}"/"{mm}"/"{yy}", P."{nnnn} { 
int jour, mois, annee; 
char j[3], m[3], a[3]; 
j[0] = yytext[ll]; 
j[l] = yytext[12]; 
j[2] = '\O'; 
m[O] = yytext[14]; 
m[l] = yytext[15]; 
m[2] = 1 \0 1 ; 
a[O) = yytext[17]; 
a[l] = yytext[18]; 
a[2] = '\O'; jour = atoi (j); 
mois = atoi (m); 
annee = atoi (a),· 
if ( ( j our < 1) I 
if ( (mois < 1) 
switch (mois) { 
(jour > 31)) {erreur (12, 2); return (PUBREF);} 







if (jour > 
else; 












{nnnnn} {yy}.* { 
-char ac[3], ad[3]; 
int ancote, andate; 
ac(O] = yytext[6]; 
ac[l] = yytext[7]; 
ac[2] = 1 \0 1 ; 
ad[O] = numdoccour[2]; 
ad(l] = numdoccour[3]; 
ad[2] = 1 \0 1 ; 
(12, 2) ; 
(12, 2) ; 
ancote = atoi (ac); 
andate = atoi (ad); 
if (!((ancote == andate) I I (ancote -- andate - 1))) erreur (3, 1 













{ dd} II/ II {mm} II 111 {yy} { 
#include <time.h> 
int jour, mois, annee, dayoftoday, monoftoday, yeaoftoday; 
char j(3], m(3], a(3]; 
time t tnow; 
struct tm *tmnow; 
j[0] = yytext[0]; 
j[l] = yytext[l]; 
j[2] = 1 \0'; 
m(0] = yytext[3]; 
m[l] = yytext[4]; 
m(2] = '\O'; 
a[0] = yytext[6]; 
a(l] = yytext[7]; 
a(2] = '\0 1 ; 
jour = atoi (j); 
mois = atoi (m); 
annee = atoi (a); 
time (&tnow); 
tmnow = localtime (&tnow); 
dayoftoday = tmnow->tm mday; 
monoftoday = tmnow->tm-mon + 1; 
¥eaoftoday = tmnow->tm-year; 
if ((jour < 1) I I (jour > 31)) {erreur (2, 2); return (DATE);} 
if ((mois < 1) (mois > 12)) {erreur (2, 2); return (DATE);} 
if ( (annee < yeaoftoday - 1) I I ( (annee == yeaoftoday - 1) 
&& (mois < monoftoday) 
11 
) . 







(annee == yeaoftoday - 1) 
(mois == monoftoday) 
(jour < dayoftoday) 
erreur (2, 11); 
if ((annee%4) == 0} 
else 
if (jour > 29) 
{ 
else; 
erreur (2, 2); 
return (DATE}; 
} 
if (jour > 28) 
{ 
else; 
[. I /4 



















caractere non admis II ) ; 
%% 
printf ( 11 • \n 11 ) ; 
} ; 
C. I /S-
# include "stdio.h" 
# define U(x) x 
# define NLSTATE yy~revious=YYNEWLINE 
# define BEGIN yybgin = yysvec + 1 + 
# define INITIAL 0 
# define YYLERR yysvec 
# define YYSTATE (yyestate-yysvec-1) 
# define YYOPTIM 1 
# define YYLMAX 200 
# define output(c) putc(c,yyout) 
# define input() (((yytchar=yysptr>yysbuf?U(*--yysptr):getc(yyin))==l0?(y 
# define unput(c) {yytchar= (c);if(yytchar=='\n')yylineno--;*yysptr++=yyt 
# define yymore() (yymorfg=l) 
# define ECHO fprintf(yyout, "%s",yytext) 
# define REJECT { nstr = yyreject(); goto yyfussy;} 
int yyleng; extern char yytext[J; 
int yymorfg; 
extern char *yysptr, yysbuf[J; 
int yytchar; 
FILE *Y¥in = {stdin}, *yyout = {stdout}; 
extern int yylineno; 
struct yysvf { 
struct yywork *yystoff; 
struct yysvf *yyother; 
int *yystops;}; 
struct yysvf *yyestate; 
extern struct yysvf yysvec[], *yybgin; 
/* DEFINITION OF SMALL UNITS: INTEGERS OF 1, 2, 3, 4, AND 5 DIGITS*/ 
#include "y.tab.h" 
# define YYNEWLINE 10 
¥Ylex(){ 
int nstr; extern int yyprevious; 
while((nstr = yylook()) >= 0) 
yyfussy: switch(nstr){ 
case 0: 



















































































































































































int jour, mois, annee; 
char j[3], m[3], a[3]; 
j[0] = yytext[ll]; 
j[l] = yytext[12]; 
j[2] = '\0'; 
m[0] = yytext[14]; 
m[l] = yytext[15]; 
m[2] = 1 \0 1 ; 
a[0] = yytext[17]; 
a[l] = yytext[18]; 
a[2] = 1 \0 1 ; 
jour = atoi (j); 
mois = atoi (m); 
annee = atoi (ail· if ( (jour < 1) 
if ( (mois < 1) 
switch (mois) { 
(jour > 31)) {erreur (12, 2); return (PUBREF);} 







if (jour > 
else; 











char ac[3], ad[3]; 
int ancote, andate; 
ac[0] = yytext[6]; 
ac[l] = yytext[7]; 
ac[2] = '\0'; 
ad[0] = numdoccour[2]; 
ad(l] = numdoccour[3]; 
ad[2] = '\0'; 
ancote = atoi (ac); 
andate = atoi (ad); 
(12, 2) ; 
(12, 2) ; 
if (!((ancote == andate) 





















int jour, mois, annee, dayoftoday, monoftoday, yeaoftoday; 
char j[3], m[3], a[3]; 
time t tnow; 
struct tm *tmnow; 
j[0] = yytext[0]; 
j[l] = yytext[l]; 
j[2] = '\0'; 
m[0] = yytext[3]; 
m[l] = yytext[4]; 
m[2] = 1 \0 1 ; 
a[0] = yytext[6]; 
a[l] = yytext[7]; 
a[2] = '\O'; jour = atoi (j); 
mois = atoi (m); 
annee = atoi (a); 
time (&tnow); 
tmnow = localtime (&tnow); 
dayoftoday = tmnow->tm mday; 
monoftoday = tmnow->tm-mon + 1; 
¥eaoftoday = tmnow->tm-year; 
if ( (jour < 1) 11 (jour > 31)) {erreur (2, 2); return (DATE);} 
if ((mois < 1) (mois > 12)) {erreur (2, 2); return (DATE);} 
if ( (annee < yeaoftoday - 1) I I ( (annee == yeaoftoday - 1) 
&& (mois < monoftoday) 
11 
) . 







(annee == yeaoftoday - 1) 
(mois == monoftoday) 
(jour < dayoftoday) 
erreur (2, 11); 
if ((annee%4) == 0) 
else 
if (jour > 29) 
{ 
else; 
erreur (2, 2); 
return {DATE); 
} 
if (jour > 28) 
{ 




























printf (". \n") ; 
} 
caractere non admis 
fprintf(yyout,"bad switch yylook %d",nstr); 
} return(0); } 
/* end of yylex */ 




























































































































































































































































































# define YYTYPE 















































c:, )__ /11 
1,16, 73,90, 2,16, 9,0, 
9,0, 12,0, 12,0, 3,0, 
10,0, 10,0, 13,0, 13,0, 
86,109, 70,86, 88,111, 3,18, 
14,0, 14,0, 74,91, 8,0, 
31,43, 74,92, 89,112, 90,113, 
91,114, 76,94, 9,0, 70,87, 
12,0, 76,95, 9,0, 10,0, 
12,0, 13,0, 92,115, 10,0, 
93,116, 13,0, 94,117, 14,0, 
3,0, 95,118, 9,23, 14,0, 
9,23, 76,96, 9,23, 10,24, 
96,119, 10,24, 31,44, 10,24, 
15,0, 15,0, 9,0, 105,128, 
12,0, 18,0, 18,0, 10,0, 
106,129, 13,0, 107,130, 
108,131, 31,46, 85,105, 14,0, 
109,132, 31,47, 16,0, 16,0, 
110,133, 111,134, 112,135, 
31,45, 
85,106, 113,136, 114,137, 15,0, 
18,0, 115,138, 85,107, 85,108, 
18,0, 116,139, 14,27, 9,0, 
117,140, 12,0, 118,141, 
10,0, 16,0, 13,0, 119,142, 
13,26, 16,0, 22,18, 129,148, 
14,0, 131,149, 14,28, 15,0, 
133,150, 134,151, 22,0, 
18,0, 16,30, 135,152, 16,30, 
136,153, 16,30, 137,154, 
139,156, 15,29, 140,157, 
147,162, 16,0, 148,163, 
23,0, 149,164, 150,165, 
152,167, 22,0, 153,168, 
155,170, 22,0, 156,171, 
15,0, 163,176, 164,177, 
169,179, 18,0, 170,180, 
22,33, 22,34, 23,0, 22,34, 
176,186, 22,34, 23,0, 
24,0, 24,0, 16,0, 25,0, 
178,187, 
25,0, 22,0, 181,188, 186,193, 
188,194, 23,33, 23,36, 192,198, 
23,36, 22,18, 23,36, 175,185, 
175,185, 175,185, 175,185, 
59,69, 59,70, 23,0, 24,0, 
194,200, 208,211, 25,0, 
59,71, 59,72, 25,0, 59,73, 
215,217, 59,74, 217,218, 
218,219, 59,76, 22,0, 24,34, 
22,35, 24,34, 25,37, 24,34, 
25,37, 219,220, 25,37, 27,0, 
27,0, 26,0, 26,0, 24,0, 
28,0, 28,0, 25,0, 23,0, 
o,o, 23,35, 29,0, 29,0, 
68,84, 68,84, 68,84, 68,84, 
68,84, 68,84, 68,84, 68,84, 
68,84, 68,84, 27,0, o,o, 
26,0, o,o, 27,0, 28,0, 
26,0, 198,204, 198,204, 
o,o, 29,41, o,o, o,o, 
24,0, 29,0, 24,35, 25,0, 
26,38, o,o, 26,38, 28,40, 
26,38, 28,40, o,o, 28,40, 
30,0, 30,0, 27,0, o,o, 
26,0, 33,0, 33,0, 28,0, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, 34,0, 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































o,o, o,o, o,o, 101,0, 
101,0, o,o, 102,0, 102,0, 
99,122, o,o, 99,122, 100,123, 
99,122, 100,123, o,o, 100,123, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
99,0, 97,0, o,o, 100,0, 
98,0, o,o, 101,0, o,o, 
o,o, 102,0, 101,0, o,o, 
o,o, 102,0, o,o, 103,0, 
103,0, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, 101,124, 
101,124, 102,125, 
o,o, 102,125, o,o, 
o,o, 99,0, 101,0, o,o, 
100,0, 102,0, 103,0, 121,143, 




104,127, 104,127, 104,127, 
104,127, 104,127, 104,127, 
104,127, o,o, 103,126, o,o, 
103,126, o,o, 103,126, o,o, 
123,0, 123,0, 121,143, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, 103,0, 101,0, 
124,0, 124,0, 102,0, o,o, 
o,o, 125,0, 125,0, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, 121,121, o,o, 
121,121, o,o, 121,121, 123,0, 
o,o, 126,0, 126,0, 123,0, 
o,o, o,o, 121,143, 124,0, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, 124,0, 
125,0, o,o, 121,121, 103,0, 
125,0, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
126,0, o,o, o,o, 123,0, 
126,0, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
146,0, 146,0, o,o, 124,0, 
o,o, o,o, 144,0, 144,0, 
125,0, 127,147, 127,147, 127,147, 
127,147, 127,147, 127,147, 
127,147, 127,147, 127,147, 
126,0, 145,0, 145,0, 146,0, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, 146,0, 
123,0, 144,0, 123,144, 
o,o, 144,0, o,o, o,o, 
124,0, o,o, 124,145, 
o,o, 125,0, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, 
o,o, 
145,0, 144,159, o,o, 144,159, 
145,0, 144,159, o,o, 146,0, 
o,o, 126,0, o,o, 126,146, 
o,o, 144,0, 159,0, 159,0, 
145,160, o,o, 145,160, 
145,160, 160,0, 160,0, o,o, 
o,o, 146,161, o,o, o,o, 
145,0, 161,0, 161,0, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, 159,0, o,o, o,o, 
146,0, 159,0, o,o, o,o, 
160,0, o,o, 144,0, o,o, 
160,0, o,o, 172,0, 172,0, 
161,0, 159,172, o,o, 159,172, 
161,0, 159,172, 174,0, 174,0, 
160,173, 145,0, 160,173, 
160,173, 159,0, o,o, 173,0, 
173,0, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
160,0, 172,0, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, 172,0, o,o, o,o, 








o,o, 174,0, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, 172,182, 173,0, 172,182, 
o,o, 172,182, 173,0, o,o, 
182,0, 182,0, 159,0, 161,174, 
o,o, 172,0, 183,0, 183,0, 
o,o, 160,0, 173,183, o,o, 
173,183, 174,0, 173,183, 
o,o, 161,0, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, 173,0, 182,0, 
o,o, 184,0, 184,0, 182,0, 
o,o, 183,0, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, 183,0, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, 174,184, 172,0, 
o,o, 182,189, o,o, 
o,o, 183,190, 174,0, 
184,0, 183,190, o,o, 
184,0, o,o, o,o, 173,0, 
o,o, 183,0, 185,192, 
185,192, 185,192, 
185,192, 185,192, 
o,o, 189,0, 189,0, o,o, 
190,0, 190,0, 191,0, 191,0, 
184,0, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
182,0, 184,191, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, 183,0, o,o, 
189,0, o,o, o,o, 190,0, 
189,0, 191,0, o,o, 190,0, 
o,o, 191,0, o,o, 195,0, 
195,0, o,o, 196,0, 196,0, 









189,195, 190,196, o,o, 
197,0, 197,0, o,o, o,o, 
189,0, o,o, o,o, 190,0, 
o,o, 191,0, 195,0, o,o, 
o,o, 196,0, 195,0, o,o, 
o,o, 196,0, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, 191,197, 
o,o, o,o, 195,201, 
195,201, 196,202, 
o,o, 196,202, 201,0, 
o,o, 189,0, 195,0, o,o, 
190,0, 196,0, 191,0, 205,0, 
205,0, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, 202,0, 202,0, 197,0, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, 203,0, 
203,0, 201,0, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, 201,0, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, 205,0, o,o, 
o,o, 197,203, 205,0, 
202,0, 201,205, 196,0, 
202,0, 201,205, 203,0, 
o,o, o,o, 203,0, o,o, 
197,0, 201,0, o,o, o,o, 








202,206, o,o, 205,0, o,o, 
206,0, 206,0, o,o, o,o, 
202,0, 207,0, 207,0, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, 203,0, 204,208, 
204,208, 204,208, 204,208, 
204,208, 204,208, 204,208, 
204,208, o,o, 201,0, 206,0, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, 206,0, 
207,0, o,o, o,o, 205,0, 
207,0, 205,209, 203,207, 











210,0, 210,0, o,o, 203,0, 
207,210, o,o, 207,210, o,o, 
207,210, o,o, o,o, 206,0, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
207,0, o,o, 209,0, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, 209,0, 210,0, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, 210,0, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, 209,212, o,o, 
209,212, o,o, 209,212, 212,0, 
212,0, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
206,0, o,o, 209,0, o,o, 
o,o, 207,0, o,o, 210,0, 
211,213, 211,213, 211,213, 
211,213, 211,213, 211,213, 
211,213, 211,213, 212,0, o,o, 
214,0, 214,0, 212,0, 213,215, 
213,215, 213,215, 213,215, 
213,215, 213,215, 213,215, 
213,215, o,o, 212,214, 209,0, 
212,214, o,o, 212,214, o,o, 
210,0, 216,0, 216,0, 214,0, 





220,221, 220,221, 220,221, 220,221, 
220,221, 220,221, 220,221, 220,221, 
220,221, 220,221, o,o, 214,216, 
o,o, 214,216, o,o, 214,216, 
216,0, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
216,0, o,o, o,o, 214,0, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, 212,0, 
221,222, 221,222, 221,222, 
221,222, 221,222, 221,222, 
221,222, 221,222, o,o, o,o, 
216,0, 222,223, 222,223, 222,223, 
221,222, 
221,222, 
222,223, 222,223, 222,223, 222,223, 
222,223, 222,223, 222,223, o,o, 
214,0, 223,224, 223,224, 223,224, 
223,224, 223,224, 223,224, 223,224, 
223,224, 223,224, 223,224, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, 
o,o, o,o, o,o, o,o, 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































struct yywork *yytop = yycrank+1577; 
struct yysvf *yybgin = yysvec+l; 
char yymatch[] = { 
00 ,01 ,01 ,01 
01 ,011 ,012 ,01 
01 ,01 ,01 ,01 
01 ,01 ,01 ,01 
040 ,01 ,01 ,01 
01 ,01 ,01 ,01 
1 0 1 , 1 0 1 ,'2' ,'2' 
1 4 1 , 1 4 1 ,01 ,01 
01 ,01 ,01 ,01 
01 ,01 ,01 ,01 
01 ,01 ,'D' ,0l 
01 ,01 ,01 ,01 
01 ,01 ,01 ,01 
01 ,01 ,01 ,01 
01 ,01 ,01 ,01 
01 ,01 ,01 ,01 
0}; 







int Y¥lineno =1; 





































































# define NLSTATE yyprevious=YYNEWLINE 
char yytext[YYLMAX]; 
struct yysvf *yylstate [YYLMAX], **yylsp, **yyolsp; 
char yysbuf[YYLMAX]; 
char *yysptr = yysbuf; 
int *yyfnd; 
extern struct yysvf *yyestate; 
int yyprevious = YYNEWLINE; 
yylook() { 
register struct yysvf *yystate, **lsp; 
register struct yywork *yyt; 
struct yysvf *yyz; 
int yych, yyfirst; 
struct yywork *yyr; 










if ( ! yymorf g) 




yylastch = yytext+yyleng; 
} 
Cl/21 
lsp = yylstate; 
¥yestate = yystate = yybgin; 
if (yyprevious==YYNEWLINE) yystate++; 





yyt = yystate->yystoff; 
if(yyt == yycrank && !yyfirst){ /* may not be an 
yyz = yystate->yyother; 
if(yyz == 0)break; 
if(yyz->yystoff == yycrank)break; 
} 
*yylastch++ = yych = input(); 
yyfirst=0; 
tryagain: 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
# endif 
# ifdef YYOPTIM 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
# endif 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
# endif 





putchar ( ' \n' ) ; 
} 
¥Yr= ¥Yt; 
if ( (int)yyt > (int)yycrank){ 
yyt = yyr + yych; 
if (yyt <= yytop && yyt->verify+yysvec --
if(yyt->advance+yysvec == YYLERR) 
} 
{unput(*--yylastch);break 
*lsp++ = yystate = yyt->advance+y 
goto contin; 
} 
else if((int)yyt < (int)yycrank) { / 
yyt = yyr = yycrank+(yycrank-yyt); 
if(debug)fprintf(yyout,"compressed state\ 
¥Yt = yyt + yych; 
if(yyt <= yytop && yyt->verify+yysvec == 
if(yyt->advance+yysvec == YYLERR) 
{unput(*--yylastch) ;break 
*lsp++ = ¥Ystate = yyt->advance+y 
goto contin; 
} 




if ( (yystate = 




<= yytop && yyt->verify+yysvec --
if(yyt->advance+yysvec == YYLERR) 
{unput(*--yylastch);break 
*lsp++ = yystate = yyt->advance+y 
goto contin; 
} 
yystate->yyother) && (yyt= yystate 







# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
# endif 














while (lsp-- > yylstate){ 
*yylastch-- = o; 









if (*lsp != O && (yyfnd= (*lsp)->yystops) && *yyf 
yyolsp = lsp; 






yyprev1ous = YYU(*yylastch); 
yylsp = lsp; 
yyleng = yylastch-yytext+l; 
yytext[yyleng] = O; 
if(debug){ 
fprintf(yyout, 11 \nmatch "); 
sprint(yytext); 

















if (p==O) return(O); 
while (*p) 
{ 





/* the following are only used in the lex library*/ 








int c; { 
unput(c); 
} 





#define grave 1 
#define pasgrave O 
#define nbsect 17 
#define nberr 14 




char numdoccour[25] = {11 00000000000000000000 11 }; 
char badtoken[150]; 
char oldkeyw[4]; 
int linenb = 1; 
int globnumsect = o; 
int globnumerr = o; 
int nbnewchapcount = o; 
int nbnewartcount = o; 
int nbtitlecount = o; 
int nbnumdoccount = o; 
int nbdatecount = o; 
int nbcotecount = o; 
int nbcodecount = o; 
int nbtitrecount = o; 
int nbrefcount = o; 
int nbtextecount = o; 
int nbconclusioncount = o; 
int nblanguecount = o; 
int nbdocnumcount = o; 
int nbdatcount = o; 
int nbpubrefcount = o; 
int nbtypecount = o; 
int nbproductcount = o; 
int nbcountrycount = o; 
int nbkeywordscount = o; 
int nbnewparcount = o; 
%} 
%token NEWCHAP NEWART TITLE NEWNUMDOC NEWDATE NEWCOTE NEWCODE NEWTITRE NE 
%token NEWLINE TAB SP DATE COTEjk COTEn CODE NUMDOCj NUMDOCk NUMDOCn DOCN 
%% /* RULES SECTION*/ 




















/* empty or*/ 
I 







































article4 . title4 . 
body4 
. , 























globnumsect = o; 






globnumsect = l; 
globnumerr = l; 
} 
NUMDOCj 








globnumsect = 2; 









globnumsect = 3; 









globnumsect = 4; 










globnumsect = o; 






globnumsect = 5; 

























































































globnumsect = 6; 
globnumerr = 1; 



















if (strlen (checkref) > 0) 
checkref[strlen (checkref) - 1] = '\0'; 
errinref = verifier (checkref, "REFERENCES", pasgrave); 




/* empty or*/ 




/* empty or*/ 




/* empty or*/ 




/* empty or*/ 
I 




/* empty or*/ 




{, 3 /~ 
lineref7 /* empty or*/ 




lineref8 : /* empty or*/ 
I TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NE 
. 
' 
ref descriptor WORD 
{ 




strcat (checkref, "·"). 
. ' } 
. 
' 
restofrefdes I* empty or*/ I SP 
{ 





















































































globnumsect = 7; 






































































/* empty or*/ 
I NEWCONC NEWLINE 
{ 
globnumsect = 8; 























globnumsect = o; 






globnumsect = 1; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} 
NUMDOCk 











globnumsect = o; 














globnumsect = o; 






globnumsect = 1; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} 
NUMDOCn 














globnumsect = 3; 









globnumsect = 9; 










switch (strlen (yytext)) 
{ 
case 1 











erreur (9, 1) ; 
} 
< 'A I) 11 (9, 1) ; 
(yytext[OJ > 'Z' 
< 'A') 11 (9, 1) ; 
(yytext[OJ > 'Z' 
< 'A') 11 (9, 1) ; 
(yytext[l] > 'Z' 
errinlang = verifier (yytext, "LANGUE", grave); 









globnumsect = o; 



















globnumsect = 13; 




globnumsect = 14; 




globnumsect = 15; 




globnumsect = o; 






globnumsect = 10; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} 
DOCNUM 








globnumsect = 11; 







NEWPUB REF NEWLINE 
{ 
globnumsect = 12; 
































errintype = verifier (checktype, "TYPE", pasgrave); 




/* empty or*/ 
I SP 




{strcat (checktype, yytext);} 
restoflntype 
I WORD 





























































































errincountry = verifier (yytext, "COUNTRY", grave); 













globnumsect = o; 








globnumsect = 16; 
globnumerr = 1; 
















/* les keywords doivent etre tries par ordre croissant*/ 
if (strcmp (oldkeyw, yytext) > 0) erreur (16, 13); 






errinke:yw = verifier (yytext, "KEYWORDS", pasgrave); 






%% /* PROGRAMS SECTION*/ 
void erreur (int, int); 
int verifier (char*, char*, int); 
void statdisplay (); 
#include "jur.lex.yy.c" 
void erreur (numsection, numerreur) 
int numsection, numerreur; 
{ 
printf ("\n"); 
printf ("%s%d\n", "Ligne incriminee: ", yylineno); 
if (numerreur < 10) printf ("%-15s", "Erreur"); 
else printf ("%-15s", "Avertissement"); 
switch (numsection) 
{ 
case 1 : 
strcpy (badtoken, yytext); 
strcpy (numdoccour, yytext); 
break; 
case 6 . . 
strcpy (badtoken, checkref); 
break; 
case 13 . . 
strcpy (badtoken, checktype); 
break; 
default . . 
strcpy (badtoken, yytext); 
} 














/* printf ("\n%s%s.\n'', "String a verifier:", checkstring); 
*I. . fileptr = fopen (filename, "r"); 








pastrouve = -1; 
result= fgets (stringlu, 150, fileptr); 
while ((result!= NULL) && (pastrouve < 0)) 
{ 
int lastblank; 
printf ("Stringlu original :%s.\n", stringlu); 
stringlu (strlen (stringlu) - 1] = '\0'; 
while (stringlu[0] ==' ') strcpy (stringlu, &stringlu (1 
lastblank = strlen (stringlu) - 1; 
while (stringlu [lastblank] ==' ') 
{ 
stringlu [lastblank] = '\0'; 
lastblank--; 
} 
printf ("Stringlu modifie :%s.\n", stringlu); 
if (strcmp (filename, "KEYWORDS") == 0) 
{ 
stringlu [2] = 1 •; 
stringlu (5] = 1,0 1 ; 
} 
if (strcmp (filename, "COUNTRY") -- 0) 
{ 
char *temp; 
temp= strchr (stringlu, ' '); 
*temp = ' \ o ' ; 
/* printf ("Country lu et tronque :%s.\n", string 
} 
pastrouve = strcmp (stringlu, checkstring); 
printf ("pastrouve :%d.\n", pastrouve); 
result= fgets (stringlu, 150, fileptr); 
} 
verif = fclose (fileptr); 
if (verif == -1) return (6); 
if (pastrouve) 
if (errgrave) return (4); 
else return (12); 
else return (0); 
} 
} 





printf ("%s", "Pressez RETURN pour avoir le releve des markers ... "); 
chris = fopen("/dev/tty", "r"); 
if (chris == NULL) {printf("\nErreur lors de l'ouverture de chris.\n"); exit(l);} 
fgets (bidon, 100, chris); 
fclose (chris); 
printf ( "\ f") ; 
printf ("Releve des markers\n"); 
printf ("------------------\n\n"); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$#", "present", nbnewchapcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$A", "present", nbnewartcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$T", "present", nbtitlecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N NUMDOC", "present", nbnumdoccount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N DATE", "present", nbdatecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N COTE", "present", nbcotecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N CODE", "present", nbcodecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N TITRE", "present", nbtitrecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N REFERENCES", "present", nbrefcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N TEXTE", "present", nbtextecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N CONCLUSION", "present", nbconclusionc 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N LANGUE", "present", nblanguecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", $$N DOCNUM", "present", nbdocnumcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", $$N DAT", "present", nbdatcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", $$N PUB REF", "present", nbpubrefcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", $$N TYPE", "present", nbtypecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", $$N PRODUCT", "present", nbproductcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", $$N COUNTRY", "present", nbcountrycount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", $$N KEYWORDS", "present", nbkeywordscount 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", $$P", "present", nbnewparcount); 
printf ("\n%s", "Pressez RETURN pour continuer ... "); 
chris = fopen("/dev/tty", "r"); 
if (chris == NULL) {printf("\nErreur lors de l'ouverture de chris.\n"); exit(l);} 





















#define grave 1 
#define pasgrave o 
#define nbsect 17 
#define nberr 14 




char numdoccour[25] = {"00000000000000000000"}; 
char badtoken[150]; 
char oldkeyw[4]; 
int linenb = 1; 
int globnumsect = o; 
int globnumerr = o; 
int nbnewchapcount = o; 
int nbnewartcount = o; 
int nbtitlecount = o; 
int nbnumdoccount = o; 
int nbdatecount = o; 
int nbcotecount = o; 
int nbcodecount = o; 
int nbtitrecount = o; 
int nbrefcount = o; 
int nbtextecount = o; 
int nbconclusioncount = o; 
int nblanguecount = o; 
int nbdocnumcount = o; 
int nbdatcount = o; 
int nbpubrefcount = o; 
int nbtypecount = o; 
int nbproductcount = o; 
int nbcountrycount = o; 
int nbkeywordscount =·O; 
int nbnewparcount = o; 
# define NEWCHAP 257 
# define NEWART 258 
# define TITLE 259 
# define NEWNUMDOC 260 
# define NEWDATE 261 
# define NEWCOTE 262 
# define NEWCODE 263 
# define NEWTITRE 264 
# define NEWREF 265 
# define NEWTEXTE 266 
# define NEWCONC 267 
# define NEWLANG 268 
# define NEWDOCNUM 269 
# define NEWDAT 270 
# define NEWPUB REF 271 
# define NEWTYPE 272 
# define NEWPRODUCT 273 
# define NEWCOUNTRY 274 
# define NEWKEYW 275 
# define NEWPAR 276 
# define NEWLINE 277 
# define TAB 278 
# define SP 279 
# define DATE 280 
# define COTEjk 281 
# define COTEn 282 
# define CODE 283 
# define NUMDOCj 284 
# define NUMDOCk 285 
# define NUMDOCn 286 
# define DOCNUM 287 
# define PUBREF 288 
# define KEYWl 289 
# define KEYW2 290 
# define WORD 291 
# define LESS 292 
# define DOLLAR 293 
#define yyclearin yychar = -1 
#define yyerrok yyerrflag = o 
extern int yychar; 
extern int yyerrflag; 
#ifndef YYMAXDEPTH 
#define YYMAXDEPTH 150 
#endif 
#ifndef YYSTYPE 
#define YYSTYPE int 
#endif 
YYSTYPE yylval, yyval; 
typedef int yytabelem; 
# define YYERRCODE 256 
# line 894 "jur.yacc" 
/* PROGRAMS SECTION*/ 
void erreur (int, int); 
int verifier (char*, char*, int); 
void statdisplay (); 
#include "jur.lex.yy.c" 
void erreur (numsection, numerreur) 
int numsection, numerreur; 
{ 
printf ( "\n") ; 
printf ("%s%d\n", "Ligne incriminee: ", yylineno); 
if (numerreur < 10) printf ("%-15s", "Erreur"); 











strcpy {badtoken, yytext); 












strcpy (bad token, yytext); 
%s\n", numdoccour, badtoken); 
%s\n", message[numsectionJ[numerreur]); 










I* printf ("\n%s%s.\n", "String a verifier:", checkstring); 
*/ 
fileptr = fopen (filename, "r"); 









pastrouve = -1; 
result= fgets (stringlu, 150, fileptr); 
while ((result!= NULL) && (pastrouve < 0)) 
{ 
int lastblank; 
printf ("Stringlu original :%s.\n'', stringlu); 
stringlu [strlen (stringlu) - 1] = '\0'; 
while (stringlu[0] ==' ') strcpy (stringlu, &stringlu [1 
lastblank = strlen (stringlu) - 1; 
while (stringlu [lastblank] ==' ') 
{ 
stringlu [lastblank] = '\0'; 
lastblank--; 
} 
printf ("Stringlu modifie :%s.\n", stringlu); 
if (strcmp (filename, "KEYWORDS") == 0) 
{ 
stringlu [2] = 1 •; 
stringlu [5] = '\0'; 
} 
if (strcmp (filename, "COUNTRY") -- 0) 
{ 
char *temp; 
temp= strchr (stringlu, ' '); 
*temp = ' \ o ' ; 
/* printf ("Country lu et tronque :%s.\n", string 
} 
pastrouve = strcmp (stringlu, checkstring); 
printf ("pastrouve :%d.\n", pastrouve); 
result= fgets (stringlu, 150, fileptr); 
} 
verif = fclose (fileptr); 
if (verif == -1) return (6); 
if (pastrouve) 
if (errgrave) return (4); 
else return (12); 
else return (0); 
} 





printf ("%s", "Pressez RETURN pour avoir le releve des markers ... "); 
chris = fopen("/dev/tty", "r"); 
if (chris == NULL) {printf("\nErreur lors de l'ouverture de chris.\n"); exit(l);} 
fgets (bidon, 100, chris); 
fclose (chris); 
printf ( "\f") ; 
printf ("Releve des markers\n"); 
printf ( 11 ------------------\n\n"); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$#", "present", nbnewchapcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$A", "present", nbnewartcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$T'', "present", nbtitlecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N NUMDOC", "present", nbnumdoccount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N DATE", "present", nbdatecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N COTE", "present", nbcotecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N CODE", "present", nbcodecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N TITRE", "present", nbtitrecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N REFERENCES", "present", nbrefcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N TEXTE", "present", nbtextecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N CONCLUSION", "present", nbconclusionc 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N LANGUE", "present", nblanguecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N DOCNUM", "present", nbdocnumcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N DAT", "present", nbdatcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N PUB REF", "present", nbpubrefcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N TYPE", "present", nbtypecount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N PRODUCT", "present", nbproductcount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N COUNTRY", "present", nbcountrycount); 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$N KEYWORDS", "present", nbkeywordscount 
printf ("%-18s%8s%5d fois.\n", "$$P", "present", nbnewparcount); 
printf ("\n%s", "Pressez RETURN pour continuer .•• "); 
9hris =.fopen("/dev/tty", "r"); 
if (chris == NULL) 
{printf("\nErreur lors de l'ouverture de chris.\n"); exit(l);} 




























# define YYNPROD 231 
# define YYLAST 463 
yytabelem yyact[ )={ 
123, 344, 101, 335, 321, 304, 124, 121, 350, 349, 
346, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 
361, 362, 351, 348, 347, 232, 231, 228, 234, 235, 
236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 233, 
230, 229, 170, 169, 166, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 
177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 171, 168, 167, 102, 
336, 305, 284, 299, 265, 264, 292, 78, 153, 151, 
155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 
165, 154, 269, 152, 323, 322, 105, 104, 105, 104, 
105, 104, 407, 196, 118, 84, 183, 324, 271, 328, 
128, 147, 281, 103, 108, 345, 289, 406, 405, 404, 
403, 402, 401, 396, 395, 394, 393, 392, 391, 386, 
385, 384, 383, 382, 377, 376, 375, 374, 367, 363, 
342, 307, 297, 201, 97, 410, 399, 389, 380, 372, 
369, 343, 333, 327, 326, 311, 310, 306, 295, 294, 
293, 291, 288, 287, 286, 96, 285, 272, 267, 262, 
225, 223, 218, 199, 197, 195, 190, 185, 184, 149, 
130, 129, 116, 106, 82, 75, 72, 63, 58, 54, 
45, 39, 35, 33, 28, 14, 6, 366, 275, 273, 
217, 148, 135, 302, 317, 189, 194, 279, 74, 222, 
81, 92, 139, 100, 246, 91, 57, 80, 193, 188, 
301, 134, 316, 278, 221, 138, 56, 38, 143, 23, 
44, 18, 62, 17, 142, 43, 37, 22, 61, 10, 
3, 53, 13, 27, 34, 52, 41, 26, 7, 13, 
19, 19, 4, 3' 7, 150, 73, 274, 12, 120, 
55, 42, 16, 60, 36, 21, 308, 276, 263, 2, 
219, 133, 334, 337, 32, 8, 318, 332, 331, 330, 
312, 303, 280, 40, 268, 29, 282, 224, 315, 309, 
300, 290, 277, 47, 266, 220, 187, 49, 137, 136, 
283, 270, 226, 227, 144, 68, 192, 141, 90, 70, 
89, 145, 95, 71, 69, 51, 65, 50, 119, 314, 
313, 198, 98, 216, 325, 215, 214, 320, 319, 86, 
93, 213, 329, 88, 212, 94, 211, 210, 209, 208, 
207, 206, 205, 204, 112, 338, 339, 340, 114, 203, 
117, 202, 115, 113, 125, 364, 400, 390, 381, 365, 
373, 341, 296, 200, 298, 122, 99, 76, 126, 77, 
59, 127, 107, 131, 140, 83, 109, 368, 64, 146, 
370, 371, 79, 25, 24, 132, 111, 87, 67, 379, 
378, 48, 31, 20, 11, 186, 110, 191, 388, 387, 
66, 30, 9, 85, 46, 15, 5, 1, 398, 397, 
o, o, o, 245, o, o, o, o, o, 409, 
408, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 
o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 
o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 
o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 247, 248, 
249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 
259, 260, 261 } ; 
yytabelem yypact( )={ 
-14, -1000, -1000, -91, -13, -27, -1000, -92, -1000, -35, 
-19, -37, -23, -93, -1000, -27, -1000, -94, -24, -95, 
-1000, -39, -96, -1000, -20, -36, -97, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-35, -37, -25, -1000, -98, -1000, -50, -99, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -18, -34, -100, -1000, -1000, -27, -1000, -1000, -39, 
-20, -36, -101, -1000, -1000, -69, -102, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-56, -103, -1000, -1000, -189, -1000, -35, -37, -55, -50, 
-1000, -34, -1000, -1000, -122, -1000, -232, -1000, -188, -1000, 
-104, -1000, -1000, -176, -1000, -20, -1000, -1000, -39, -20, 
-36, -105, -1000, -69, -1000, -191, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -286, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -181, -106, -107, 
-35, -64, -54, -50, -1000, -38, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -190, -85, -108, -1000, -210, -235, -187, -109, -1000, 
-1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -110, -1000, -20, -61, -111, -1000, 
-69, -60, -112, -1000, -193, -113, -1000, -1000, -114, -145, 
l 4/> 
-1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-86, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -1000, -1000, -115, -1000, -1000, -1000, -57, -116, -1000, 
-1000, -1000, -1000, -117, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000,. -252, -232, 
-1000, -232, -210, -210, -210, -210, -210, -210, -210, -210, 
-210, -210, -210, -210, -210, -210, -210, -118, -1000, -225, 
-1000, -119, -1000, -1000, -205, -1000, -184, -120, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -1000, -87, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -286, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -1000, -1000, -88, -1000, -1000, -59, -1000, -178, -1000, 
-229, -121, -1000, -123, -124, -125, -173, -1000, -126, -1000, 
-222, -127, -128, -129, -1000, -1000, -1000, -146, -225, -227, 
-63, -230, -130, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -147, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -131, -1000, -132, -1000, -1000, -1000, -232, -286, -62, 
-1000, -230, -194, -286, -133, -1000, -134, -1000, -1000, -192, 
-1000, -286, -1000, -1000, -1000, -135, -1000, -231, -1000, -1000, 
-194, -194, -194, -148, -136, -174, -1000, -269, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -1000, -149, -1000, -286, -231, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-89, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, -1000, 
-1000, -1000, -1000, -150, -1000, -174, -137, -232, -1000, -1000, 
-286, -138, -151, -1000, -152, -153, -154, -232, -286, -139, 
-155, -1000, -156, -157, -158, -159, -232, -286, -140, -160, 
-1000, -161, -162, -163, -164, -165, -232, -286, -141, -166, 
-1000, -167, -168, -169, -170, -171, -186, -232, -286, -142, 
-1000 } ; 
yytabelem yypgo[ ]={ 
o, 397, 259, 396, 395, 394, 393, 392, 252, 391, 
390, 386, 384, 383, 382, 381, 378, 377, 376, 375, 
248, 374, 373, 251, 253, 372, 368, 366, 365, 362, 
361, 255, 254, 250, 246, 360, 359, 7, 358, 357, 
356, 203, 355, 2, o, 353, 352, 351, 350, 348, 
347, 346, 344, 245, 341, 339, 333, 332, 331, 330, 
329, 328, 327, 326, 324, 321, 316, 315, 313, 312, 
249, 311, 308, 307, 305, 302, 301, 300, 298, 297, 
296, 294, 293, 292, 291, 290, 289, 288, 286, 285, 
284, 282, 281, 280, 279, 278, 277, 276, 274, 272, 
271, 5, 270, 4, 269, 268, 267, 266, 263, 262, 
3, 1, 261, 260, 258, 65, 257, 256 } ; 
yytabelem yyrl[ )={ 
o, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 
6, 6, 8, 8, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 20, 
20, 21, 26, 27, 22, 22, 28, 23, 23, 29, 
24, 24, 30, 25, 25, 13, 35, 31, 31, 36, 
37, 37, 37, 38, 38, 38, 38, 38, 38, 38, 
38, 38, 38, 38, 38, 38, 38, 38, 38, 38, 
38, 38, 39, 32, 32, 40, 42, 40, 41, 45, 
45, 46, 46, 47, 47, 48, 48, 49, 49, 50, 
50, 51, 51, 52, 43, 53, 54, 53, 55, 53, 
56, 53, 57, 53, 58, 53, 59, 53, 60, 53, 
61, 53, 62, 53, 63, 53, 64, 53, 65, 53, 
66, 53, 67, 53, 68, 53, 44, 44, 69, 33, 
33, 70, 71, 71, 71, 71, 71, 71, 71, 71, 
71, 71, 71, 71, 71, 71, 71, 71, 71, 71, 
71, 34, 72, 34, 34, 14, 73, 75, 76, 74, 
74, 15, 16, 77, 81, 82, 78, 78, 83, 79, 
79, 84, 80, 80, 85, 17, 18, 90, 92, 94, 
86, 96, 97, 87, 87, 98, 88, 88, 99, 89, 
89, 91, 91, 100, 100, 102, 101, 103, 104, 103, 
105, 103, 106, 103, 93, 93, 107, 108, 108, 108, 
108, 108, 108, 108, 108, 108, 108, 108, 108, 108, 
108, 108, 108, 108, 108, 108, 95, 95, 109, 110, 
111, 111, 19, 113, 112, 112, 114, 114, 116, 117, 
c4/' 
115 } ; 
yytabelem yyr2 [ ]={ 
o, 16, 4, 6, o, 6, o, 6, o, 6, 
o, 6, 4, 6, 4, 4, 4, 4, 6, 4, 
6, 9, 1, 1, 12, 2, 1, 10, 2, 1, 
10, 2, 1, 10, 2, 9, 1, 8, 2, 6, 
o, 4, 4, o, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 
8, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 
4, 4, 1, 8, 2, 2, 1, 10, 9, o, 
10, o, 12, o, 14, o, 16, o, 18, o, 
20, o, 20, 1, 7, o, 1, 6, 1, 6, 
1, 6, 1, 6, 1, 6, 1, 6, 1, 6, 
1, 6, 1, 6, 1, 6, 1, 6, 1, 6, 
1, 6, 1, 6, 1, 6, o, 2, 1, 8, 
2, 6, o, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 8, 
4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 
4, o, 1, 8, 4, 6, 7, 1, 1, 12, 
2, 9, 6, 9, 1, 1, 12, 2, 1, 10, 
2, 1, 10, 2, 3, 9, 6, 1, 1, 1, 
19, 1, 1, 12, 2, 1, 10, 2, 1, 10, 
2, 8, 2, 6, 2, 1, 9, o, 1, 6, 
1, 6, 1, 6, 6, 2, 6, o, 4, 4, 
4, 4, 4, 4, 8, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 
4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 8, 2, 6, 3, 
o, 6, 3, 1, 8, 2, 2, 8, 1, 1, 
14 } ; 
yytabelem yychk[ ]={ 
-1000, -1, -2, 257, 256, -3, 277, 257, -2, -7, 
256, -12, -20, 259, 277, -4, -8, 258, 256, 259, 
-13, -31, 264, 256, -21, -22, 260, 256, 277, -2, 
-9, -14, -20, 277, 258, 277, -32, 265, 256, 277, 
-20, 256, -23, 261, 256, 277, -5, -8, -15, -31, 
-73, -74, 260, 256, 277, -33, 266, 256, 277, -35, 
-24, 262, 256, 277, -26, -2, -10, -16, -20, -32, 
-20, -23, 277, -34, 267, 277, -39, -36, -37, -25, 
263, 256, 277, -28, 284, -6, -8, -17, -31, -77, 
-78, 260, 256, -33, -24, -75, 277, 256, -69, -40, 
-41, -43, 291, 291, 279, 278, 277, -29, 280, -27, 
-11, -18, -20, -32, -20, -23, 277, -34, 285, -72, 
-70, -37, -42, -44, 292, -52, -38, -30, 281, 277, 
277, -8, -19, -112, 275, 256, -86, -87, 269, 256, 
-33, -79, 262, 256, -81, -76, -70, 291, 276, 277, 
-53, 279, 293, 278, 291, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 
285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 279, 293, 292, 278, 
277, 291, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 
288, 289, 290, 283, 277, 277, -20, -88, 270, 256, 
277, -34, -80, 268, 256, 277, 286, 277, -71, 277, 
-45, 278, -54, -55, -56, -57, -58, -59, -60, -61, 
-62, -63, -64, -65, -66, -67, -68, 276, 277, -113, 
-89, 271, 256, 277, -96, 277, -83, -82, 279, 293, 
292, 278, 277, 291, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 
286, 287, 288, 289, 290, -41, -43, -53, -53, -53, 
-53, -53, -53, -53, -53, -53, -53, -53, -53, -53, 
-53, -53, 277, -114, -115, 289, -90, 277, -98, 287, 
-84, 282, 277, 276, -44, 276, -116, -91, 272, 256, 
-99, 280, -97, -85, 291, 277, 277, 277, 277, 279, 
-92, 277, 288, 277, 277, 277, -46, 278, -115, 290, 
-93, 273, 256, -100, -101, 291, 277, 278, -117, -94, 
277, 277, -102, -43, -44, -95, 274, 256, -107, -37, 
-101, -103, 279, 278, 291, -44, 277, 277, 291, -44, 
-104, -105, -106, 277, -109, -110, 291, -108, -103, -103, 
-103, -47, 278, 277, -111, 279, 279, 293, 292, 278, 
277, 291, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 
288, 289, 290, 278, -44, -110, 276, 278, -111, 277, 
{_ 
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-43, -44, 277, -48, 278, 278, 278, 278, -43, -44, 
277, -49, 278, 278, 278, 278, 278, -43, -44, 277, 
-50, 278, 278, 278, 278, 278, 278, -43, -44, 277, 
-51, 278, 278, 278, 278, 278, 278, 278, -43, -44, 
277 } ; 
yytabelem yydef [ ]={ 
o, -2, 4, o, o, o, 2, o, 6, o, 
o, o, o, o, 3, o, 5, o, o, o, 
14, o, o, 38, o, o, o, 25, 19, 8, 
o, o, o, 12, o, 20, o, o, 64, 36, 
18, o, o, o, 28, 22, o, 7, 15, o, 
o, o, o, 150, 13, 141, o, 120, 62, 40, 
o, o, 31, 26, o, 10, o, o, o, o, 
145, o, 147, 35, o, 118, o, 37, o, 21, 
o, 34, 29, o, 23, -2, 9, 16, o, o, 
o, o, 157, 141, 146, o, 142, 144, 40, -2, 
65, 116, 83, 43, 41, 42, 32, o, o, o, 
o, o, o, o, 152, o, 154, 151, 148, 40, 
119, o, o, o, 117, 85, 39, o, o, 27, 
24, 11, 17, 222, o, 225, o, o, o, 174, 
141, o, o, 160, o, o, 143, 122, o, 69, 
84, 86, 88, 90, 92, 94, 96, 98, 100, 102, 
104, 106, 108, 110, 112, 114, 44, 45, 46, 47, 
48, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 
59, 60, 61, o, 30, 223, 166, o, o, 177, 
171, 165, 153, o, 163, 158, 155, 149, 121, o, 
68, o, 85, 85, 85, 85, 85, 85, 85, 85, 
85, 85, 85, 85, 85, 85, 85, o, 33, o, 
167, o, 180, 175, o, 161, o, o, 123, 124, 
125, 126, 127, 128, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 
136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 67, 116, 87, 89, 91, 
93, 95, 97, 99, 101, 103, 105, 107, 109, 111, 
113, 115, 50, 224, 226, 228, o, 178, o, 172, 
o, o, 156, o, o, o, o, 168, o, 182, 
o, o, o, o, 164, 159, 129, 71, o, o, 
o, o, o, 176, 173, 162, 70, o, 227, 229, 
169, o, 195, o, 184, 185, 179, o, 116, o, 
40, 181, 187, 116, o, 170, o, 217, 194, o, 
183, 116, 188, 190, 192, o, 230, o, 197, 186, 
187, 187, 187, 73, o, 220, 219, 196, 189, 191, 
193, 72, o, 216, 116, o, 198, 199, 200, 201, 
202, 203, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 
213, 214, 215, o, 218, 220, o, o, 221, 204, 
116, o, 75, 74, o, o, o, o, 116, o, 
77, 76, o, o, o, o, o, 116, o, 79, 
78, o, o, o, o, o, o, 116, o, 81, 
80, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 116, o, 
82 } ; 
trpedef struct { char *t _name; int t _val; } yytoktype; 
#1fndef YYDEBUG 
# define YYDEBUG 1 I* allow debugging*/ #endif 
#if YYDEBUG 

































































-1 /* ends search*/ 
char* yyreds[J = 
{ 
"-no such reduction-", 
"textin: chaphead chapterl chaphead chapter2 chaphead chapter3 c 
"chaphead: NEWCHAP NEWLINE", 
"chaphead: error NEWCHAP NEWLINE", 
"chapterl: /*empty*/", 
"chapterl chapterl articlel artfooter", 
"chapter2 : /*empty*/", 
"chapter2 : chapter2 article2 artfooter", 
"chapter3 : /*empty*/", 
"chapter3 : chapter3 article3 artfooter", 
"chapter4: /*empty*/", 
"chapter4 : chapter4 article4 artfooter", 
"artfooter: NEWART NEWLINE", 
"artfooter: error NEWART NEWLINE", 
"articlel: titlel bodyl", 
11 article2 : title2 body2", 
"article3 : title3 body3", 
"article4 : title4 body4", 
"titlel: titlehead contitlel titlehead", 
"titlehead: TITLE NEWLINE", 
"titlehead: error TITLE NEWLINE", 
"contitlel: numdocl date cote12 code", 
11 numdocl NEWNUMDOC NEWLINE", 
"numdocl: NEWNUMDOC NEWLINE NUMDOCj", 
"numdocl: NEWNUMDOC NEWLINE NUMDOCj NEWLINE", 
"numdocl: error", 
"date: NEWDATE NEWLINE", 
"date: NEWDATE NEWLINE DATE NEWLINE", 
"date: error", 
"cote12 : NEWCOTE NEWLINE", 
"cotel2 : NEWCOTE NEWLINE COTEjk NEWLINE", 
"cotel2 : error", 
"code: NEWCODE NEWLINE", 
"code: NEWCODE NEWLINE CODE NEWLINE", 
"code: error", 
"bodyl: titre references texte conclusion", 
"titre: NEWTITRE NEWLINE", 
"titre: NEWTITRE NEWLINE contitre", 
"titre: error", 
"contitre: optnlspaces WORD restoftitre", 
"optnlspaces /*empty*/", 
"optnlspaces optnlspaces SP", 
"optnlspaces optnlspaces TAB", 
"restoftitre /*empty*/", 
"restoftitre: restoftitre SP", 
"restoftitre restoftitre DOLLAR", 
"restoftitre restoftitre LESS", 
"restoftitre: restoftitre TAB", 
"restoftitre: restoftitre NEWLINE", 
"restoftitre restoftitre WORD", 
"restoftitre: restoftitre NEWLINE NEWPAR NEWLINE", 
"restoftitre: restoftitre DATE", 
"restoftitre: restoftitre COTEjk", 
"restoftitre: restoftitre COTEn", 
"restoftitre restoftitre CODE", 
"restoftitre restoftitre NUMDOCj", 
"restoftitre: restoftitre NUMDOCk", 
"restoftitre restoftitre NUMDOCn", 
"restoftitre restoftitre DOCNUM", 
"restoftitre: restoftitre PUBREF", 
"restoftitre restoftitre KEYWl", 
"restoftitre: restoftitre KEYW2", 
"references: NEWREF NEWLINE", 




"conreferences: conreferences NEWPAR NEWLINE reference", 
"reference: refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE lineref2", 
"lineref2 /*empty*/", 
"lineref2 : TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE lineref3", 
"lineref3 /*empty*/", 
"lineref3 : TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE lineref4", 
"lineref4 : /*empty*/", 
"lineref4 : TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE linere 
"lineref5: /*empty*/", 
"lineref5 TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE li 
"lineref6 /*empty*/", 
"lineref6 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLIN 
"lineref7 : /*empty*/", 
11 lineref7 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NE 
"lineref8 /*empty*/", 
"lineref8 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalles 
"refdescriptor: WORD", 
"refdescriptor: WORD restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes: /*empty*/", 
"restofrefdes: SP", 
"restofrefdes SP restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes: DOLLAR", 
"restofrefdes DOLLAR restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes TAB", 
"restofrefdes TAB restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes WORD", 
"restofrefdes WORD restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes DATE", 
"restofrefdes: DATE restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes COTEjk", 
"restofrefdes COTEjk restofrefdes", 
C4 /10 
"restofrefdes COTEn", 
"restofrefdes: COTEn restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes CODE", 
"restofrefdes CODE restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes NUMDOCj", 
"restofrefdes: NUMDOCj restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes NUMDOCk", 
"restofrefdes NUMDOCk restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes: NUMDOCn", 
"restofrefdes: NUMDOCn restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes DOCNUM", 
"restofrefdes DOCNUM restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes: PUBREF", 
"restofrefdes: PUBREF restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes KEYWl", 
"restofrefdes: KEYWl restofrefdes", 
"restofrefdes KEYW2", 
"restofrefdes: KEYW2 restofrefdes", 
"optionalless: /*empty*/", 
"optionalless: LESS", 
"texte: NEWTEXTE NEWLINE", 
"texte: NEWTEXTE NEWLINE contexte", 
"texte: error", 
"contexte: optnlspaces WORD restoftexte", 
"restoftexte: /*empty*/", 
"restoftexte restoftexte SP", 
"restoftexte: restoftexte DOLLAR", 
"restoftexte restoftexte LESS", 
"restoftexte restoftexte TAB", 
"restoftexte restoftexte NEWLINE", 
"restoftexte restoftexte WORD", 
"restoftexte: restoftexte NEWLINE NEWPAR NEWLINE", 
"restoftexte restoftexte DATE", 
"restoftexte: restoftexte COTEjk", 
"restoftexte restoftexte COTEn", 
"restoftexte: restoftexte CODE", 
"restoftexte restoftexte NUMDOCj", 
"restoftexte: restoftexte NUMDOCk", 
"restoftexte: restoftexte NUMDOCn", 
"restoftexte restoftexte DOCNUM", 
"restoftexte restoftexte PUBREF", 
"restoftexte restoftexte KEYWl", 
"restoftexte restoftexte KEYW2", 
"conclusion: /*empty*/", 
"conclusion: NEWCONC NEWLINE", 
"conclusion: NEWCONC NEWLINE contexte", 
"conclusion: NEWCONC error", 
"title2 : titlehead contitle2 titlehead", 
"contitle2 : numdoc2 date cote12", 
11 numdoc2 : NEWNUMDOC NEWLINE", 
"numdoc2 : NEWNUMDOC NEWLINE NUMDOCk", 
"numdoc2 : NEWNUMDOC NEWLINE NUMDOCk NEWLINE", 
"numdoc2 : error", 
"body2 : titre references texte conclusion", 
"title3 : titlehead contitle3 titlehead", 
11 contitle3 : numdoc3 date cote3 langue", 
"numdoc3 NEWNUMDOC NEWLINE", 
"numdoc3 : NEWNUMDOC NEWLINE NUMDOCn", 
11 numdoc3 : NEWNUMDOC NEWLINE NUMDOCn NEWLINE", 
"numdoc3 : error", 
"cote3 : NEWCOTE NEWLINE", 
11 cote3 : NEWCOTE NEWLINE COTEn NEWLINE", 
"cote3 : error", 
"langue: NEWLANG NEWLINE", 
"langue: NEWLANG NEWLINE conlangue NEWLINE", 
"langue: error", 
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"conlangue: WORD", 
"body3 : titre references texte conclusion", 
"title4 : titlehead contitle4 titlehead", 
"contitle4 : docnum dat pub ref", 
"contitle4 : docnum dat pub-ref type", 
"contitle4 : docnum dat pub-ref type product", 
"contitle4 : docnum dat pub-ref type product country", 
"docnum: NEWDOCNUM NEWLINElT, 
"docnum: NEWDOCNUM NEWLINE DOCNUM", 
"docnum: NEWDOCNUM NEWLINE DOCNUM NEWLINE", 
"docnum: error", 
"dat: NEWDAT NEWLINE", 
"dat: NEWDAT NEWLINE DATE NEWLINE", 
"dat: error", 
"pub ref: NEWPUB REF NEWLINE", 
"pub-ref: NEWPUB-REF NEWLINE PUBREF NEWLINE", 
"pub-ref: error"-; 
"type: NEWTYPE NEWLINE contype NEWLINE", 
"type: error", 
"contype: contype NEWLINE lignetype", 
"contype: lignetype", 
"lignetype: WORD", 
"lignetype: WORD restoflntype optionalless", 
"restoflntype: /*empty*/", 
"restoflntype SP", 
"restoflntype SP restoflntype", 
"restoflntype TAB", 
"restoflntype TAB restoflntype", 
"restoflntype WORD", 
"restoflntype WORD restoflntype", 
"product: NEWPRODUCT NEWLINE conproduct", 
"product: error", 
"conproduct: optnlspaces WORD restofproduct", 
"restofproduct: /*empty*/", 
"restofproduct: restofproduct SP", 
"restofproduct restofproduct DOLLAR", 
"restofproduct restofproduct LESS", 
"restofproduct: restofproduct TAB", 
"restofproduct restofproduct NEWLINE", 
"restofproduct restofproduct WORD", 
"restofproduct restofproduct NEWLINE NEWPAR NEWLINE", 
"restofproduct restofproduct DATE", 
"restofproduct restofproduct COTEjk", 
"restofproduct restofproduct COTEn", 
"restofproduct restofproduct CODE", 
"restofproduct restofproduct NUMDOCj", 
"restofproduct restofproduct NUMDOCk", 
"restofproduct restofproduct NUMDOCn", 
"restofproduct restofproduct DOCNUM", 
"restofproduct: restofproduct PUBREF", 
"restofproduct restofproduct KEYWl", 
"restofproduct restofproduct KEYW2", 
"country: NEWCOUNTRY NEWLINE concountry NEWLINE", 
"country: error", 
"concountry: countrycode restofcountry optionalless", 
"countrycode: WORD", 
"restofcountry: /*empty*/", 
"restofcountry: SP countrycode restofcountry", 
"body4 : keywords", 
"keywords: NEWKEYW NEWLINE", 
"keywords: NEWKEYW NEWLINE conkeywords", 
"keywords: error", 
"conkeywords: keywordline", 
"conkeywords conkeywords NEWPAR NEWLINE keywordline", 
"keywordline KEYWl", 











"keywordline: KEYWl SP KEYW2 optionalless NEWLINE", 
/* YYDEBUG */ 
@(#) yaccpar.src 1.2 88/10/25 
Copyright (C) The Santa Cruz Operation, 1985. 
This Module contains Proprietary Information of 
The Santa Cruz Operation, Microsoft Corporation 
and AT&T, and should be treated as Confidential. 
** Skeleton parser driver for yacc output 
*I 
I* 














newtoken, newvalue )\ 
if ( yychar >= 0 I I ( yyr2[ yytmp] >> 1) != 1 )\ 
{\ 
yyerror( "syntax error - cannot backup");\ 
goto yyerrlab;\ 
}\ 
yychar = newtoken;\ 
yystate = *yyps;\ 









( ! ! yyerrf lag) 
define YYDEBUG 1 /* make debugging available*/ 
/* 
** user known globals 
*I int yydebug; /* set to 1 to get debugging*/ 
I* 
** driver internal defines 
*I 
#define YYFLAG (-1000) 
I* 
** global variables used by the parser 
*I 
YYSTYPE yyv[ YYMAXDEPTH ]; 








/* value stack*/ 
/* state stack*/ 
/* top of value stack*/ 
/* top of state stack*/ 
/* current state*/ 
/* extra var (lasts between blocks) */ 
/* number of errors*/ 
/* error recovery flag*/ 
/* current input token number*/ 
I* 




register YYSTYPE *yypvt; /* top of value stack for $vars * 
I* 
** Initialize externals - yyparse may be called more than once 
*I 
yypv = &yyv[-1]; 
yyps = &yys[-1]; 
yystate = o; 
yytmp = o; 
yynerrs = o; 
yyerrflag = o; 
yychar = -1; 
goto yystack; 
{ 
register YYSTYPE *YY pv; 
register int *YY ps;-
register int yy state; 
register int yy_n; 
I* 
** get globals into registers. 
/* top of value stack*/ 
/* top of state stack*/ 
/* current state*/ 
/* internal state number 




yy_pv = yypv; 
yy ps = yyps; 
yy-state = yystate; 
goto yy_newstate; 
I* 
** get globals into registers. 
** either we just started, or we just finished a reductio 
*I 
yy_pv = yypv; 
yy ps = yyps; 
yy=state = yystate; 
I* 
** top of for(;;) loop while no reductions done 
*I yy stack: 
- I* 




** if debu9ging, look up token value in list of value vs. 
** name pairs. o and negative (-1) are special values. 
** Note: linear search is used since time is not a real 
** consideration while debugging. 
*I if ( yydebug) 
{ 
register int yy_i; 
printf( "State %d, token", yy_state ); 
if ( yychar == O) 
printf( "end-of-file\n" ); 
else if ( yychar < O) 




for ( yy i = o; yytoks[yy iJ.t val >= o; 
yy_i++) - -
{ 
if ( yytoks[yy i].t val == yychar 
break;- -
} 
printf( "%s\n", yytoks(yy_i].t_name ); 
} 
#endif /* YYDEBUG */ 
if ( ++yy_ps >= &yys[ YYMAXDEPTH] ) 
{ 
/* room on stack? 
yyerror( "yacc stack overflow"); 
YYABORT; 
} 
*YY ps = yy state; 
*++yy_pv = yyval; 
I* 
** we have a new state - find out what to do 
*/ 
yy newstate: 




goto yydefault; - , /* simple state*/ 
I* 
** if debugging, need to mark whether new token grabbed 
*/ 
yytmp = yychar < o; 
if ( ( yychar < o) && ( ( yychar = yylex() ) < o) ) 
yychar = o; /* reached EOF */ 
if ( yydebug && yytmp) 
{ 
register int yy_i; 
printf( "Received token"); 
if ( yychar == o) 
printf( "end-of-file\n" ); 




printf( "-none-\n" ); 
for ( yy i = o; yytoks[yy iJ.t val >= o; 
yy_i++ ) - -
{ 
if ( yytoks(yy i].t val == yychar 
break;- -
} 
printf( "%s\n", yytoks(yy_i].t_name ); 
} 
#endif /* YYDEBUG */ 
if ( ( ( yy n += yychar) < O) I I ( yy_n >= YYLAST) ) 
goto yydefault; 
if ( yychk[ yy_n = yyact[ yy_n] ] == yychar) /*valid s 
{ 
yychar = -1; 
yyval = yylval; 
yy state= yy n; 










yytmp = yychar < o; 
if ( ( yychar < o) && ( ( yychar = yylex() ) < o 
yychar = o; /* reached EOF */ 
if ( yydebug && yytmp) 
{ 
register int yy_i; 
J?rintf( "Received token"); 
if ( yychar == o) 
printf( "end-of-file\n" ) ; 




printf( 11 -none-\n" ); 
for ( yy i = o; 









printf( "%s\n", yytoks[yy_i].t_na 
#endif /* YYDEBUG */ 
} 
I* 
** look through exception table 
*I { 
register int *yyxi = yyexca; 
while ( < *yyxi 1 = -1 > 11 










yyxi += 2; 
( *(yyxi += 2) >= 
( *yyxi != yychar 
. 
I 
yy_n = yyxi[l] ) < 
YYACCEPT; 





if ( yy_n == o) /* have an error*/ 
{ 
/* no worry about speed here! */ 
switch ( yyerrflag) 
{ 







# define POP 











get globals into registers. 
we have a user generated syntax type e 
yy_pv = yypv; 
yy ps = yyps; 




case 2: /* incompletely recovered error* 
/* try again ... */ 
yyerrflag = 3; 
I* 
** find state where "error" is a legal 
** shift action 
*/ 







= yypact[ *YY ps] + YYERRCO 
yy n >= 0 && yy n < YYLAST & 
-yychk[yyact[yy n]] == YYE 
/* -
** simulate shift of "err 
*I 
yy state= yyact[ yy_n ]; 
goto yy_stack; 
** current state has no shift on 
** "error", pop stack 
*/ 
pops state %d, uncovers state %d\n" 
if ( yydebug) 
yy_ps--; 
yy_pv--; 
printf( POP, *YY ps, 
yy_ps[-lJ T; 
** there is no state on stack with "error 
** a valid shift. give up. 
*I 
YYABORT; 
case 3: /* no shift yet; eat a token*/ 
/* 
** if debugging, look up token in list of 
** pairs. O and negative shouldn't occur 
** but since timing doesn't matter when 
** debugging, it doesn't hurt to leave th 
** tests here. 
*I 
if ( yydebug) 
{ 
register int yy_i; 
l?rintf( "Error recovery discards 
if ( yychar == o) 
printf( "token end-of-fil 
} 
else if ( yychar < O) 




for ( yy i = o; 









printf( "token %s\i:;i", 
yytoks[yy_1J.t_na 




if ( yychar == o) 
YYABORT; 
yychar = -1; 
goto yy_newstate; 
/* reached EOF. q 
}/* end if ( yy_n == o) */ 
I* 
** reduction by production yy n 
** put stack tops, etc. so thTngs right after switch 
*I 
I* 
** if debugging, print the string that is the user's 
** specification of the reduction which is just about 
** to be done. 
*I if ( yydebug) 
printf( "Reduce by (%d) \"%s\"\n", 
yy_n, yyreds[ yy_n J ); 
yytmp = yy n; 
yypvt = yy=pv; 
/* value to switch over* 
/* $vars top of value sta 
/* 
** Look in goto table for next state 
** Sorry about using yy state here as temporary 
** register variable, but why not, if it works ... 
** If yyr2[ yy n J doesn't have the low order bit 
** set, then tfiere is no action to be done for 
** this reduction. So, no saving & unsaving of 
** registers done. The only difference between the 
** code just after the if and the bod¥ of the if is 
** the goto yy stack in the body. This way the test 
** can be made-before the choice of what to do is needed. 
*I 
{ 
/* length of production doubled with extra bit*/ 
register int yy_len = yyr2[ yy_n ); 
if ( ! ( yy _len & 01 ) ) 
{ 
YY len >>= 1; 
yyval = ( yy pv -= yy len) [1]; /* $$ = $ 
yy state= yypgo[ yy n = yyrl[ yy n] ] + 
- *( YY ps -= yy len) + 1;-
if ( yy_state->= YYLAST I I 
yychk[ yy state= 







= yyact[ yypgo[ yy_n J J 
yy len >>= 1; 
yyval = ( yy pv -= yy len) [1]; /* $$ = $1 */ 
yy_state = yypgo[ yy_n = yyrl[ yy_n] ] + 
*( yy ps -= yy len) + 1; 
if ( yy_state->= YYLAST I I 
yychk[ yy_state = yyact[ yy_state] J != 
{ 
} 




yystate = yy_state; 
yyps = yy_ps; 
yypv = yy_pv; 
/* save until reenter driver code 





# line 132 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 22: 
globnumsect = o; 
globnumerr = o; 
} break; 
# line 139 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 23: 
globnumsect = 1; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 144 "jur.yacc" 
{strcpy (numdoccour, yytext);} break; 
case 26: 
# line 151 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 29: 
globnumsect = 2; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 161 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 32: 
globnumsect = 3; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 171 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 35: 
globnumsect = 4; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 184 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 36: 
globnumsect = o; 
globnumerr = o; 
} break; 
Z~/t9 
# line 191 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 62: 
globnumsect = 5; 
globnumerr = 3; 
} break; 
# line 272 11 jur.yacc11 
{ 
globnumsect = 6; 
globnumerr = 1; 
checkref[0J = 1 \0 1 ; 
} break; 
case 66: 
# line 285 11 jur.yacc11 
{checkref[0J = '\0';} break; 
case 68: 
# line 292 11 jur.yacc11 
{ 
int errinref; 
if (strlen (checkref) > 0) 
case 83: 
checkref~strlen (checkref) - 1] = '\0'; 
errinref = verifier (checkref, "REFERENCES", pasgrave); 
if (errinref != 0) erreur (6, errinref); 
} break; 
# line 344 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 84: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 




} break; "·")· • I 
# line 356 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 88: 
# line 362 
{ 
case 90: 
# line 368 
{ 
case 92: 
# line 374 
{ 
case 94: 
# line 380 
{ 
case 96: 
# line 386 
{ 
case 98: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
"jur.yacc" 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
11 jur.yacc" 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
"jur.yacc" 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
11 jur.yacc11 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
11 jur.yacc" 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 392 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 100: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 398 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 102: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 404 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 104: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 410 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 106: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 416 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 108: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 422 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 110: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 428 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 112: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 434 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 114: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 440 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 118: 
strcat (checkref, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 452 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 142: 
globnumsect = 7; 
globnumerr = 3; 
} break; 
# line 526 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 146: 
globnumsect = 8; 
globnumerr = 3; 
} break; 
# line 544 11 jur.yacc 11 
{ 
case 147: 
globnumsect = o; 
globnumerr = o; 
} break; 
# line 551 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
globnumsect = 1; 
case 148: 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 556 "jur.yacc" 
{strcpy (numdoccour, yytext);} break; 
case 151: 
# line 566 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 153: 
globnumsect = 0; 
globnumerr = o; 
} break; 
# line 581 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 154: 
globnumsect = o; 
globnumerr = o; 
} break; 
# line 588 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 155: 
globnumsect = 1; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 593 "jur.yacc" 
{strcpy (numdoccour, yytext);} break; 
case 158: 
# line 600 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 161: 
globnumsect = 3; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 610 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 164: 
globnumsect = 9; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 620 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
int errinlang; 













default . . 
erreur (9, 1) ; 
} 
< 'A' ) I I ( yytext [ o] > ' z ' 
(9 t 1) j 
< 'A') 11 (yytext [ o) > 'z' 
(9, 1); 
< 'A') 11 (yytext [ 1) > 'z' 
(9, 1); 
errinlang = verifier (yytext, "LANGUE", grave); 
if (errinlang != 0) erreur (9, errinlang); 
} break; 
case 165: 
# line 648 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
globnumsect = o; 
case 167: 
globnumerr = o; 
} break; 
# line 662 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 168: 
globnumsect = 13; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 667 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 169: 
globnumsect = 14; 
globnumerr = 3; 
} break; 
# line 672 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 170: 
globnumsect = 15; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 677 11 jur.yacc11 
{ 
case 171: 
globnumsect = o; 
globnumerr = o; 
} break; 
# line 684 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 172: 
globnumsect = 10; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 689 "jur.yacc" 
{strcpy (numdoccour, yytext);} break; 
case 175: 
# line 696 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 178: 
globnumsect = 11; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 706 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 185: 
globnumsect = 12; 
globnumerr = 1; 
} break; 
# line 728 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 186: 
strcpy (checktype, yytext); 
} break; 




errintype = verifier (checktype, "TYPE", pasgrave); 
if (errintype != 0) erreur (13, errintype); 
} break; 
# line 744 "jur.yacc" 
{strcat (checktype, yytext);} break; 
case 190: 
# line 748 11 jur.yacc" 
{strcat (checktype, yytext);} break; 
case 192: 
# line 752 11 jur.yacc" 
{strcat (checktype, yytext);} break; 
case 219: 
# line 836 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
int errincountry; 
errincountry = verifier (yytext, "COUNTRY", grave); 
if (errincountry != 0) erreur (15, errincountry); 
} break; 
case 222: 
# line 852 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 223: 
globnumsect = o; 
globnumerr = o; 
} break; 
# line 859 11 jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 228: 
globnumsect = 16; 
globnumerr = 1; 
strcpy (oldkeyw, '\O'); 
} break; 
# line 877 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
case 229: 
/* les keywords doivent etre 
if (strcmp (oldkeyw, yytext) 
strcpy (oldkeyw, yytext); 
} break; 
# line 884 "jur.yacc" 
{ 
int errinkeyw; 
tries par ordre croissant*/ 
> 0) erreur (16, 13); 
errinke¥W = verifier (yytext, "KEYWORDS", pasgrave); 
if (errinkeyw != 0) erreur (16, 4); 
} break; 
} 










$accept: textin $end 
error shift 4 
NEWCHAP shift 3 
error 
textin goto 1 




textin: chaphead chapterl chaphead chapter2 chaphead chapter3 c 
chapterl : _ (4T 
reduce 4 
chapterl goto 5 
chaphead NEWCHAP NEWLINE 
NEWLINE shift 6 
error 
chaphead: error NEWCHAP NEWLINE 




chaphead chapterl chaphead chapter2 chaphead chapter3 c 
chapterl_articlel artfooter 
error shift 10 
NEWCHAP shift 3 
TITLE shift 13 
error 
cha1;>head goto 8 
art1.clel goto 9 
titlel goto 11 
titlehead goto 12 
chaphead: NEWCHAP NEWLINE (2) 
reduce 2 
chaphead error NEWCHAP NEWLINE 










chapter2 goto 15 
chapterl chapterl articlel artfooter 
state 10 
error shift 18 
NEWART shift 17 
error 
artfooter goto 16 
chaphead: error NEWCHAP NEWLINE 
titlehead error TITLE NEWLINE 
NEWCHAP shift 7 





error shift 23 
NEWTITRE shift 22 
error 
bodyl goto 20 
titre goto 21 
titlel titlehead contitlel titlehead 
state 13 
state 14 
error shift 27 
NEWNUMDOC shift 26 
error 
contitlel goto 24 
numdocl goto 25 
titlehead: TITLE NEWLINE 
NEWLINE shift 28 
error 






chaphead chapterl chaphead chapter2 chaphead chapter3 c 
chapter2_article2 artfooter -
error shift 10 
NEWCHAP shift 3 
state 16 
TITLE shift 13 
error 
chaphead goto 29 
article2 goto 30 
title2 goto 31 
titlehead goto 32 
chapterl: chapterl articlel artfooter (5) 
reduce 5 
state 17 
artfooter NEWART NEWLINE 
NEWLINE shift 33 
error 
state 18 
artfooter: error NEWART NEWLINE 
NEWART shift 34 
error 
state 19 
titlehead error TITLE NEWLINE 
NEWLINE shift 35 
error 
state 20 
articlel titlel bodyl_ (14) 
reduce 14 
state 21 
bodyl: titre references texte conclusion 
error shift 38 
NEWREF shift 37 
error 
references goto 36 
state 22 
titre: NEWTITRE NEWLINE $$36 contitre 







titlel titlehead contitlel titlehead 
state 25 
error shift 41 
TITLE shift 13 
error 
titlehead goto 40 
contitlel: numdocl date cote12 code 
error shift 44 
NEWDATE shift 43 
error 








numdocl: NEWNUMDOC NEWLINE $$22 NUMDOCj $$23 NEWLINE 
NEWLINE shift 45 
error 
numdocl error ( 25) 
reduce 25 
titlehead TITLE NEWLINE (19) 
reduce 19 
textin: chaphead chapterl chaphead chapter2 chaphead_chapter3 c 
chapter3 (8) 
reduce 8 
chapter3 goto 46 
chapter2 chapter2 article2 artfooter 
error shift 18 
NEWART shift 17 
error 
artfooter goto 47 
article2 : title2_body2 
error shift 23 
NEWTITRE shift 22 
error 
body2 goto 48 
titre goto 49 
title2 titlehead contitle2 titlehead 
error shift 53 
NEWNUMDOC shift 52 
state 290 
contitle4 docnum dat pub_ref $$167 type $$168_product $$169 co 
error shift 302 
NEWPRODUCT shift 301 
error 
product goto 300 
state 291 
type : NEWTYPE NEWLINE_contype NEWLINE 
WORD shift 305 
error 
contype goto 303 
lignetype goto 304 
state 292 
pub_ref: NEWPUB REF NEWLINE $$178 PUBREF NEWLINE 
NEWLINE shift 306 
error 
state 293 
dat: NEWDAT NEWLINE $$175 DATE NEWLINE (176) 
reduce 176 
state 294 
docnum: NEWDOCNUM NEWLINE $$171 DOCNUM $$172 NEWLINE 
reduce 173 
state 295 





lineref2 : TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE lineref3 ( 
reduce 70 
state 297 
lineref3 : TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE lineref4 
TAB shift 307 
error 
state 298 





KEYWl $$228 SP KEYW2_$$229 optionalless NEWLINE 
(229) 
reduce 229 




docnum dat pub_ref $$167 type $$168 product_$$169 co 
(169) 
reduce 169 
$$169 goto 309 
state 301 
product: NEWPRODUCT NEWLINE conproduct 







type: NEWTYPE NEWLINE cont¥pe_NEWLINE 
contype: contype_NEWLINE lignetype 
NEWLINE shift 311 
error 
state 304 





WORD $$185 restoflntype optionalless 
(185) 
reduce 185 
$$185 goto 312 
state 306 




lineref3 TAB TAB_refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE lineref4 
WORD shift 102 
error 
refdescriptor goto 313 
state 308 
keywordline: KEYWl $$228 SP KEYW2 $$229_optionalless NEWLINE 
optionalless : (116} 
LESS shift 124 
reduce 116 
optionalless goto 314 
state 309 
contitle4 : docnum dat pub_ref $$167 type $$168 product $$169_co 
error shift 317 
NEWCOUNTRY shift 316 
error 
country goto 315 
state 310 
product: NEWPRODUCT NEWLINE conproduct 
optnlspaces: (40) -
reduce 40 
optnlspaces goto 319 
conproduct goto 318 
state 311 
type: NEWTYPE NEWLINE contrpe NEWLINE_ 
contype: contype NEWLINE_l1gnetype 
WORD shift 305 
reduce 181 





WORD $$185 restoflntype optionalless 
: ( 187) 
TAB shift 323 
SP shift 322 
WORD shift 324 
reduce 187 
restoflntype goto 321 
state 313 
lineref3 : TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE lineref4 
optionalless: _ (116) -
LESS shift 124 
reduce 116 
optionalless goto 325 
state 314 
keywordline: KEYWl $$228 SP KEYW2 $$229 optionalless_NEWLINE 
NEWLINE shift 326 
error 
state 315 
contitle4 : docnum dat pub_ref $$167 type $$168 product $$169 co 
reduce 170 
state 316 
country NEWCOUNTRY_NEWLINE concountry NEWLINE 
















TAB shift 105 
SP shift 104 




contype contype NEWLINE lignetype_ (183) 
reduce 183 
state 321 
lignetype: WORD $$185 restoflntype optionalless 
optionalless (116) -
LESS shift 124 
reduce 116 
optionalless goto 329 
state 322 
restoflntype: SP_$$188 restoflntype 
$$188 : (188) 
reduce 188 
$$188 goto 330 
state 323 
restoflntype: TAB $$190 restoflntype 
$$190: (190) 
reduce 190 
$$190 goto 331 
state 324 
restoflntype: WORD $$192 restoflntype 
$$192 : (192) 
reduce 192 
$$192 goto 332 
state 325 
lineref3 : TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless_NEWLINE lineref4 
NEWLINE shift 333 
error 
state 326 
keyword line KEYWl $$228 SP KEYW2 $$229 optionalless NEWLINE 
reduce 230 
state 327 
country: NEWCOUNTRY NEWLINE_concountry NEWLINE 
WORD shift 336 
error 
concountry goto 334 
countrycode goto 335 
state 328 
conproduct: optnlspaces WORD restofproduct 
restofproduct: (197} -
reduce 197 
restofproduct goto 337 
state 329 





TAB shift 323 
SP shift 322 
WORD shift 324 
reduce 187 
SP $$188 restoflntype 
(181T 




TAB shift 323 
SP shift 322 
WORD shift 324 
reduce 187 







TAB shift 323 
SP shift 322 
WORD shift 324 









TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE lineref4 
(73) 
TAB shift 342 
reduce 73 
lineref4 goto 341 
state 334 
country: NEWCOUNTRY NEWLINE concountry_NEWLINE 
NEWLINE shift 343 
error 
state 335 
concountry: countrycode restofcountry optionalless 
restofcountry: _ (220T 
SP shift 345 
reduce 220 
restofcountry goto 344 
state 336 
state 






















optnlspaces WORD restofproduct (196) 


















NEWLINE shift 350 
TAB shift 349 
SP shift 346 
DATE shift 352 
COTEjk shift 353 
COTEn shift 354 
CODE shift 355 
NUMDOCj shift 356 
NUMDOCk shift 357 
NUMDOCn shift 358 
lS-/lo 
DOCNUM shift 359 
PUBREF shift 360 
KEYWl shift 361 
KEYW2 shift 362 
WORD shift 351 
LESS shift 348 






SP $$188 restoflntype_ 










lineref3 TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE lineref4 
reduce 72 
state 342 
lineref4 TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE linere 
TAB shift 363 
error 
state 343 







LESS shift 124 
reduce 116 
optionalless goto 364 
state 345 
restofcountry SP_countrycode restofcountry 
WORD shift 336 
error 
countrycode goto 365 
state 346 




restofproduct . restofproduct DOLLAR (199) . 
reduce 199 
state 348 
restofproduct . restofproduct LESS (200) . 
reduce 200 
state 349 
restofproduct restofproduct TAB (201) 
reduce 201 
state 350 
restofproduct . restofproduct NEWLINE (202) . 
restofproduct restofproduct NEWLINE-NEWPAR NEWLINE 
NEWPAR shift 366 
reduce 202 
state 351 
restofproduct restofproduct WORD (203) 
reduce 203 
state 352 
restofproduct . restofproduct DATE (205) . 
reduce 205 
state 353 
restofproduct . restofproduct COTEjk_ (206) . 
reduce 206 
state 354 
restofproduct restofproduct COTEn (207) 
reduce 207 
state 355 
restofproduct . restofproduct CODE (208) . 
reduce 208 
state 356 
restofproduct restofproduct NUMDOCj_ (209) 
reduce 209 
state 357 
restofproduct . restofproduct NUMDOCk (210) . 
reduce 210 
state 358 
restofproduct . restofproduct NUMDOCn (211) . 
reduce 211 
state 359 
restofproduct restofproduct DOCNUM (212) 
reduce 212 
state 360 
restofproduct restofproduct PUBREF (213) 
reduce 213 
state 361 
restofproduct restofproduct KEYWl (214) 
reduce 214 
state 362 
restofproduct restofproduct KEYW2 (215) 
reduce 215 
state 363 
lineref4 TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE linere 








SP shift 345 
reduce 220 
countrycode restofcountry optionalless_ 
SP countrycode restofcountry 
(220) -
restofcountry goto 368 
state 366 
restofproduct restofproduct NEWLINE NEWPAR NEWLINE 




lineref4 : TAB TAB TAB_refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE linere 
WORD shift 102 
error 
refdescriptor goto 370 
state 368 








lineref4: TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE linere 
optionalless: _ (116) -
LESS shift 124 
reduce 116 
optionalless goto 371 
state 371 
lineref4 TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless_NEWLINE linere 





TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE linere 
(7 5) 
TAB shift 374 
reduce 75 
lineref5 goto 373 
state 373 
lineref4: TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE linere 
reduce 74 
state 374 
lineref5: TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE li 
TAB shift 375 
error 
state 375 
lineref5: TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE li 
TAB shift 376 
error 
state 376 
lineref5 TAB TAB TAB_TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE li 
TAB shift 377 
error 
state 377 
lineref5 TAB TAB TAB TAB_refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE li 
WORD shift 102 
error 
refdescriptor goto 378 
state 378 
lineref5: TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor_optionalless NEWLINE li 
optionalless: _ (116) 
LESS shift 124 
reduce 116 
optionalless goto 379 
state 379 
lineref5: TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless_NEWLINE li 





TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE li 
(77) 
TAB shift 382 
reduce 77 
lineref6 goto 381 
state 381 
lineref5: TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLINE li 
reduce 76 
state 382 
lineref6 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLIN 
TAB shift 383 
error 
state 383 
lineref6: TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLIN 
TAB shift 384 
error 
state 384 
lineref6 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLIN 
TAB shift 385 
error 
state 385 
lineref6: TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLIN 
TAB shift 386 
error 
state 386 
lineref6: TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB_refdescriptor optionalless NEWLIN 
WORD shift 102 
error 
refdescriptor goto 387 
state 387 
lineref6: TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor_optionalless NEWLIN 
optionalless: _ (116) 
LESS shift 124 
reduce 116 
optionalless goto 388 
state 388 
lineref6 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless_NEWLIN 





TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLIN 
(79) 
TAB shift 391 
reduce 79 
lineref7 goto 390 
state 390 
lineref6 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NEWLIN 
reduce 78 
state 391 
lineref7 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NE 
TAB shift 392 
error 
state 392 
lineref7 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NE 
TAB shift 393 
error 
state 393 
lineref7 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NE 
TAB shift 394 
error 
state 394 
lineref7 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NE 
TAB shift 395 
error 
state 395 
lineref7 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NE 
TAB shift 396 
error 
state 396 
lineref7 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB_refdescriptor optionalless NE 
WORD shift 102 
error 
refdescriptor goto 397 
state 397 
lineref7 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor_optionalless NE 
optionalless : _ (116) 
LESS shift 124 
reduce 116 
optionalless goto 398 
state 398 
lineref7 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless_NE 





TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NE 
(81) 
TAB shift 401 
reduce 81 
lineref8 goto 400 
state 400 
lineref7 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalless NE 
reduce 80 
state 401 
lineref8 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalles 
TAB shift 402 
error 
state 402 
lineref8 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalles 
TAB shift 403 
error 
state 403 
lineref8 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalles 
TAB shift 404 
error 
state 404 
lineref8 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalles 
TAB shift 405 
error 
state 405 
lineref8 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalles 
TAB shift 406 
error 
state 406 
lineref8 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalles 
TAB shift 407 
error 
state 407 
lineref8 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB_refdescriptor optionalles 
WORD shift 102 
error 
refdescriptor goto 408 
state 408 
lineref8 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor_optionalles 
optionalless: (116) 
LESS shift 124 
reduce 116 
optionalless goto 409 
state 409 
lineref8 TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalles 
NEWLINE shift 410 
error 
state 410 
lineref8 : TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB TAB refdescriptor optionalles 
reduce 82 
39/255 terminals, 118/200 nonterminals 
1198/4000 charaters in id's and literals 
232/300 grammar rules, 413/600 states 
o shift/reduce, o reduce/reduce conflicts reported 
118/250 working sets used 
memory: states,etc. 1913/5200, parser 221/4000 
49/450 distinct lookahead sets 
25 extra closures 
530 shift entries, 3 exceptions 
184 goto entries 
2 entries saved by goto default 
Optimizer space used: input 1313/5200, output 463/4000 
463 table entries, 45 zero 
maximum spread: 293, maximum offset: 408 
